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"The South's Independent Weekly"
We Recommend Clement
For United States Senate
The voters of Tenntssee will elect two U.S. Senators
nominee during the Aug. 6th Primary election. One will be
IDelected to a six-year-term. One will be elected to fill the
two-year unexpired term of the late Senator Estes Kefauver.
Seeking to be elected to the two-year term in t h e
Democratic primary are: Gov. Frank Goad Clement, Con-
gressman Ross Bass and M. M. Bullard, Campaigning for the
seat under the Republican Party's banner are: Howard Hen-
ry Baker, Jr., Dr. Charles R. Moffett and Hubert D. Patty.
Clement's record as governor of Tennessee (1955-56) was
one of sound progress. Under this administration Tennessee
has made great strides in the areas of education, mental
health, highways, public health, youth guidance programs,
parks, medical care for indigents, municipal benefits and em-
ployment security.
CLEMENT AND BASS
Furthermore, he has established new job opportunities
for Negroes in State Government on all levels. He has called
upon all citizens to obey and respect the recently enacted
Civil Rights bill. He has acted with forthrightness in the
area of social change to insure that Tennessee will move
in the direction of Democracy for all citizens.
The choice narrows down to Clement and Bass.
Perhaps the most important single issue facing Negro
glikitizens is the implementation of the Civil Rights law. But
for Bass' vote on the Civil Rights bill, he would scarcely be
considered on his prior record as a friend to Negroes. And
his candidacy deserves scant consideration. After all, he
signed the Sbuthern Manifesto. He denounced the U.S. Su
Merchants Who Advertise In The TRI-STATE DEFENDER Are Telling You They
Appreciate Doing Business With You. Patronize Them.
MEMI'HIS, TENN, SATURDAY, AUGUST 1, 1914
LAST PUBLIC APPEARANCE
Last public appearance of Mrs.. Ida Slay Qualls was at-
tending the opening of the new l'e.tan Pcptective Life In-
surance Company's home office t4.11isstssippi Blvd. last
December. She is being accompanied by her son. Sam,
in whose arms .lie died. what° by Billy Duncan
the 1957 and 1960 Civil Rights bill — and in times past, Rites Held For Mrs I▪ da Qualls
tionist.” He also stated that he hoped the time would never wner Of Qualls Funeral Home
come when Negro and white children would attend school
together in Tennessee. A member of one of Mem- :3, Senior choir, Now
In fact, the only positive item on Bass' record is his one
vote for the 1964 Civil Rights bill.
On the other hand, Frank Clement took a stand in the
interest of law and order in Clinton, Tenn, when he protect-
ed 11 Negro school children whose safety was threatened
at a desegregated school. During this particular time it was
most unpopular for a Southern governor to take such stand.
PAST ACTION • .
Our memories must not be so short — and our gratitude
must not dwindle so rapidly. It was the key stand of Clement
that paved the way for the rapid progress that has been
made in all areas of desegregation in Knoxville, Nashville,
Memphis and Chattanooga as well as other sections of the
state.
S • We are not tannfridful of th•411ant itallait Of our 411-mihren, the sit-ins, the legal action won by Our lawyers, Nor
are we unmindful of the great resistance that was met
But we do know that Tennessee was ripe to be a bloody managed since the death of early in 1800.
battle ground in the transition as were Mississippi, Arkan- her husband, Sam Qualls, Sr., Mrs. Qualls attended La-
June 22, 1944, Pallbearers Rose school before graduating
were: Robert Allen, Reland from Mississippi Industrial
Mobley. John Hewlett, Char- college in Holly Springs, Miss.
lie Jones, James Lampley and Survivors include a son,
preme Court for its 1954 School Decision. He voted against
he publicly proclaimed himself to be "an old fashion segrega-
THE NTEw
ass, Louisana, Alabama and other deep Southern States.
Nor do we content ourselves with Clement's past action
alone. We look at the vast changes that have been made in
phis' pioneer families, Mrs. Then Club, Mary Club, Fool
Id M i &  a ay Quails, wasburiednl Eight Club, Tennessee State
Mt. Carmel cemetery Tuesday,Funeral Directors, Bluff City
afternoon following rites at Funeral Directors and the Na-
Mt. Olive CME Cathedral. Of- Ilona) Funeral Directors.
Relating was the church's pas- Mrs. Qualls died 20 years,
tor, Rev. T. C. Lightfoot. one month and one day after
Mrs. Qualls, who had lived
all of her life in Memphis,
died in Collins Chapel hospital
early Thursday morning aft-
er being hospitalized about
three weeks. She had been in
failing health the last seven
years.
Active pallbearers were em-
ployees and former employees
at the S. W. Qualls Funeral
Home. which Mrs. Qualls had
her late husband, who estab-
lished his funeral business in
Orange Mound about 50 years
ago after he resigned as an
employee of the T. H. Hayes
& Sons funeral home.
Mrs. Qualls was the daugh-
ter of the late Mack D. and
Ida May Stephenson, wheat
names appear on the corner-
stone of Mt. Olive church
which was established here
this teem of office in placing Negroes on vital commissions " 1 11 F
such as the Pardons and Parole Board, State Board of Ed-
ucation, etc.
We think in terms of new jobs created on clerical levels
and other white-collar employment for the average worker





Police See Attempt To
Lobel Fracas Racial'
Iltainum88111111111111111111111118111111181a8181111111111801110mtmosigganatamainnuautimuus New yeti, by way of ''ale
university, has been appointed
Special Assistant to Mr. John-
son.
Plans are in the hopper for
a Negro woman ambassador,
a Negro aide to Press Secre-
tary George Reedy, and Mn.
Johnson is about to employ a
Negro on her staff. There will
bs ea d on; so




By ROSEMARIE TYLER BROOKS
Washington Correspondent
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LBJ And The Strange
World Of The Negro
SAN FRANCISCO—Sunday
comic fans recall the exotic
experiences of "The Strange
World of Mr. Mum." The Ne-
gro world is no less "strange."
While the Negro feels his
world is the strangest of them
all — supporting a Southern
President — the country is
having its own nightmare: a
Western candidate for Presi-
dent for a "first" in American
history; a conflict between
n and Western control
Within a major party in this
country: filch* a campaign
that will exploit the emotions
of ALL Americans against
each other and the Govern-
The country is about to ex-
perience the greatest hate
campaign of them all! The
E. C. Sugg Jones. Sam Qualls, Jr., 2 oun- Catholic dislike for the Jew
Honorary pallbearers were thin Court, and two nephews, and the Negro will be expoit-
members of: Mt. Olive Ca- George and Bert Stewart of ed. The Polish distrust for all
thedral's Stewardess Board 'Chicago, Ill.
Ten-
nessee to qbey the Civil Rights law, but more important --   eague President Urges
"to respect the Civil Rights law."
BEST QUALIFIED
We view with pride his genuine an d abiding social
concern for the aged citizens, the student loan program, the
free text-book program.
In•short, what is the measure of a man? What is his
heart-beat? What is his genuine concern when soliciting
votes is not the immediate issue? How would he act or react
finder pressure?Looking at the two records and giving due credit to
Congressman Ross Bass for his one vote on the Civil Rights
bill, we think that on balance Frank Goad Clement is much
the better candidate to represent not only Negro citizens
but all citizens of the State of Tennessee.
Bass' vote on the Civil Rights bill was made possible by
Clement's action in Clinton, Tenn.
Gov. Clement has displayed dedication, vision, wisdom,
integrity and a belief in justice.
Therefore, the Tri-State Defender endorses the candidacy
of Frank Goad Clement for the U.S. Senate — and recom-
mends him to voters as the best qualified candidate in this
Senatorial race.
Bullet In Heart Ends
Urban League, Henry Steeger,
on Wednesday urged mayors
to meet with responsible Ne-
gro leaders across the nation
to air grievances and avert
ry Negro in America), was
asked what he thought of the
present occupant of 1600 Penn-
sylvania.
He rep!ied: "I've been here
(Congress) through all of them
— Roosevelt, Truman and
Eisenhower — and Lyndon
Baines Johnson is the greatest
living politician in the U.S."
This analysis was not based
on the 1964 Civil Rights Act,
but it was centered on his
concern for the Poverty Bill,
which he said reflects an ef-
fort to solve more than civil
rights. It seeks to solve the
national drop - out problem,
the need for job training and
ment. other matters.
LOOK AROUND D C
Steeger suggested five areas times of peace, or rather be-
any possible spread of the in which the problem could
Harlem rioting, be handled:
In a statement issued to the • (1) Opening communica-
tions of itself and bringingpress, Steeger said:
the difficulties into the con-"If mayors and responsible
ference room is a step for-Negro leadership can meet
now, it is possible that the ward.
• (2) Making certain thatground can be cut from under
mayors do everything possi-any extremist or radical or-
to implement the newganizations who traffic in vilt7.1e.
olence and insurrection. civil rights bill in their com-
,munities — such as urging
"Mayors and city managers;Icompliance to the public 
,in cities throughout the coun-; 
ac-
commodations plank or pre-
;try should meet now with of-
ficials of the Urban League,
and other responsible officials
to air grievances, and weed out ,qetting idle and unemployed
vailing upon employers to hire
without prejudice.
*0) Speeding efforts for
• • conditions which make fertile teenagers off city streetsSpat With Neighlicr
Threatening his neighbor
last Saturday morning, and
then blocking his door to keep
the frightened man from es-
ping resulted in the slaying
of Normal Settles, 32, of 202
S. 4th St., Apt. 3.
Held in jail this week for
the murder of Settles was
Gene Ross, 35, who worked
as a kitchen lielper at Hotel
Peabody. He lived at 202 S.
Fourth st., Apt. 2.
According to police, Ross
went to bed about 11:30 p.m.
Wednesday, and was awaken-
ed about 12:15 a.m. Thursday
when Settles began beating on
his door.
Capt. E. C. Swann, head of
the Homicide Division, said
the beating on the door was
accompanied by threats from
Settles that he was going to
beat Ross's brains out for
"complaining to the landlady
that I was playing my radio
too loud last night."
Despite Ross's denial of hav-
ing complained to the land-
lady about his neighbor's hav-
ing played the radio with the
volume up too loud, Settles
continued his attempt to come
into the apartment.
When Ross tried to run out
his door, he found Settles
blocking it.
Ross told officers that he
then reached int0 a dresser
ground for radica's and ex through state or municipal
tremist agitators." camp or work programs, and
He added, "Teo many cities working to better conditions
in housing and education.
drawer behind the door and • 14) Adoptit,g a police de-
gut a .38 calibre revolver. partmeot code of operation
He fired it once at Settles
who was less than a foot from
him, and the man went back
to his apartment.
Ross ran down the block to
the nearby Harlem House and
called police. When they ar-
rived they found Settles dead
with a bullet wound in the
heart.
After appearing in City
Court, Ross was held to the
action of the Grand Jury.
which calls for representation
of significant numbers of Ne-
gro police in all Negro neigh-
borhoods and equal opportu-
nities for promotion for these
men, as well as human rela-
tions understanding programs
for all police.
• (5) The issuing by mayors
and responsible Negro leaders
of joint statements condemn-
ing extremist action or vio-
lence whether in Mississippi
Judge Beverly Boushe entered or Harlem and repudiating
a plea of not guilty for Ross the positions of both Black
and held him to the State on Nationalists and white su-
charge of murder. oremist movements.
tween wars. Any of the five- ,
star generals, of which there
this.
Convention, will concur with Rwere many at the Goldwater
eS17/1e Ilis Brother
Prior to World War II, the
American businessmen, who
made money supporting the
Nazi cause and their methods
until public opinion and Euro-
pean slaughter stopped them,
have never found another
philosophy, and so have been
waiting for an American re-
surgence. It has come.
Civil Rights Act of 1964,
signed, sealed and delivered
by Lyndon B. Johnson, solved
the public accommodations,
still a Southern problem, but
housing and "de facto" school
segregation, both housing
problems, are among the last
WHAT ABOUT LBJ?
Even the liberal and/or
moderate white and other eth-
nic and religious types tremble
to think of "living next door
to one."
Into this nation-wide arena
f malcontents steps Barry M.
Goldwater, Republican nomi-
nee for President.
But what about Lyndon B.
Johnson? Is he sincere about
civil rights? Will he change if
returned to the White House?
Pep. Adam Clayton Powell
3f Harlem, who supported
LBJ for President in 1960 (to
he shock and surprise of eve
Urban•
Mayors And Negro Leaders To
Meet To Avert Racial Rioting
NUMEROUS FACTIONS
, The Protestants have never
reconciled themselves to Cath-
olic dominance in the social
land political arenas, and
NOTHING in the coming cam-
paign will help them to "love
President of the National still suffer from blocked chan- 'thy (non-Protestant) neigh-
net, of communication be-
tween white and Negro corn-1 The military will always
munities. These need to be feel that "civilians are soft,'
opened up." and only will be tolerated in arp
ting in his
surounded
,ethnics — and especially the boa" from
- Negro whom he is just one 'Ran.
step above—will be cultivated. "He has
Taylor as
Counsel; Carl Rowan as di-
dector of USIA; Garry Whit-
tington became his secretary
within a month after he be-
came President."
Since the interview last
May with the Congressman,
Quiz Kid Clifford Alexander,
a smart young lawyer from
. .
"And look at what he has
done since December," the
handsome Congressman sit-
Capitol Hill office
on all sides by




Just recently the President
named three Negroes for the
Freedom Awards: Dr. Lena
Edwards, now giving medical
assistance to migrant workers
in Texas; Leontyne Price and
A. Phillip Randoph. Last year
only Marian Anderson and
Dr. Ralph Bunche were the
only Negroes so honored.
Carl Rowan gives this hu-
morous evaluation of the Pres-
ident: "The President will
bawl any man out, regardless
of race, creed or color."
Out of his many converse-
, lions with the President, he
recalls one in which the Pres-
ident was discussing a hous-
ing problem—his own. "The
President was discussing the
kind of house he was looking
for in Washington, and he
turned to me and said, 'Carl,
I want the kind of house where
I can invite anyone I want
to.'"
LBJ purchased the Elms,
formerly owned by Perle Mes-
ta, considered at one time
Washington's top hostess. He
did invite "anyone," with no
regard for race, creed or color.
DOEiN'T SCARE NEGRO
During the Kennedy Admin-
istration, the President's Com-
mittee on Equal Opportunity
took on greater vitality with
LBJ, the vice president, as
the chairman. While there was
little publicity, Mr. Johnson
was speaking out for civil
rights, and greater job oppor-
tunities for the under - em-
ployed. A look at his action
during the Kennedy years
will not frighten tthe Negro.
President Johnson has mov-
ed In a way that benefits all
people, knowing that civil
rights for the Negro is civil
rights for Mexicans, Catholics,
Jews, Protestants, Germans
and Arncricans.
In a quiet voice, Kermit
Bailer, how with the Commu-
See WASHINGTON, Page 2
Knife Used To
•
Two &riled, Two Run
Two 19-year-old boys who
attacked the owners of the
Handy Pantry store in Holi-
day Heights at 1570 Alcy rd.,
were cut and two of their
companions ran away after
knocking Lne of the store
owners unconscious in the
presence of his brother.
Using the knife on the teen-
agers was Frank Davis. He
had seen his brother, Robert
Davis, kicked and beaten into
a state of unconsciousness by
four young men last Friday
night.
Police said that James C.
Franklin, 19, of 1629 Kansas,
and Tommy Lee Morgan, also
19, of 1571 Carlton, along with
two others were standing in
front of the store using pro-
fane language.
In an attempt to get the
boys to either stop cursing
or move on, Robert Davis
came out of the store and
threatened to call police.
While he was talking to
three of the men, another
youth came out of the tele-
phone booth and slugged him.
He went down under a rain of
blows, and while others began
stomping him, one of the boys
euc a board and began beat-
ing him. Robert Davis was
knocked unconscious.
GOT KNIFE
After 'an unsuccessful at-
tempt to make the boys stop
he attack on his brother,
Frank Davis ran back into the
tore and got a knife.
Franklin was cut on the leg
and Morgan was slashed in
he stomach before the other
two ran away.
Morgan and Franklin were
n the scene when police ar-
rived, and Morgan remained
n the hospital early this week,
although his condition was
listed as "good."
Franklin appeared in City
Court on Monday morning
and was fined $50 on a charge
Of disorderly conduct and held
to the action of the Shelby
County Grand Jury.
A similar charge awaits




Tagging a fight between two
carloads of drunks last Sat-
urday afternoon as a "racial
flare-up" by some of the Mem-
phis news media was viewed
by police as an attempt to
provoke a division between
whites and Negroes.
"Our investigation revealed
that there was nothing of a
:racial nature involved," Homi-
cide Capt. E C Swann said.
'"It was just a fight between
two carloads of drunks."
I Capt. Swann, who took part
in the investigation and at-
tempted to locate a body
which was supposed to have
been tossed in Wolf river,
gave this account of what hap-
pened last Saturday:
A 1957 automobile occupied
by five Negroes was going
north on Hollywood from
Chelsea at the same time that
a 1963 car with Illinois license
and occupied by three men
was going in the same direc-
tion.
FOUGHT ON BRIDGE
It was known that the occu-
pants of the local car had
been drinking, and it is be-
lieved that the ones in the
Iffinois car had also been
drinking. There was an ex-
change of profanity between
the two vehicles because the
occupants of one thought the
other was driving in a reck-
less manner.
When the two cars got to
the bridge on Hollywood
crossing the Wolf river, bath
cars stopped and the occupants
of each came out with tire
tools and began battling. One
of the occupants in the local
car, however, ran to a nearby
house and called the pollee.
After a brief battle, all got
back into their cars—except
the man who ran to call po-
lice—and the local car went
south on Hollywood and the
Illinois car sped northward.
RIVER DRAGGED
Witnesses gave officers a
description of both vehicles,
and the one with the Negroes
in it was located at a Arvice
station and the occupants ar-
rested. Lawrence Thomas, 22,
of 3480 Cypress, was discover-
ed to be suffering from a lac-
eration over his right eye,
while Robert S. Taylor, of 3357
Chapel rd., was found to have
sustained lacerations of the
right wrist and other bruises.
One of the occupants of the
out-of-state car was said to
have suffered a cut on the
head.
Captain Swann said the oc-
cupants of the local car were
docketed on the disorderly
conduct charges and held be-
cause someone reported hav-
ing seen the arm and shoulder
of one of the whites in the
water under the bridge.
Police dragged the water in
the area, but could not locate
a body. Efforts were made to
locate the out-of-state car at
nearby military installations,
but it could not be found,
Capt. Swann said.
"If we find them," Capt.
Swann said, "they will also be
charged."
He said that the man from
the local car who ran away
and called police, later came
to police headquarters and
gave information about the in-
cident and then went home.
Since the racial disturbances
occurred in New York City
and vicinity, Capt. Swann said,
efforts have been made by
some of the news media in
Memphis to magnify or distort
any incident between whites
and Negroes as a repercus-
sion of what is happening
elsewhere.
DEFENDER ADVERTISERS...... PATRONIZE THEM
COURTEOUS - DEPENDABLE
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We Recommend These Candidates !Dixie To Be' Damned'
For Election In The maryPri
On Aug. 6 voters will go to
the polls to elect candidates
in 77 positions. The first qual-
ification we seek in these
candidates is good citizenship,
moral turpitude and a belief
in democratic ideology. Sec-
ondly, we expect candidiates
to manifest accomplishments
in some area, demonstrate ad-
ministrative responsibility,
leadership potential, vision
and a capability of meeting
the demands of social changes
in our democracy.
We believe that the follow-
ing incumbents in the race for
the State House of Represen-
tatives, whom the Tri State
Defender endorsed and recom-
mended to its readers two
years ago, are worthy of being
reelected because of their sin-
cerity and work in the interest
of all of the citizen of Shelby
County.
Therefore, w• endorse the
candidacy of: Mrs. Joan F.
Strong, Position 4; Marvin J.
Brode, Position 6 (unopposed);
Marvin L. Spruill, Position 7;
Robert M. Fargason, Position
9, (unopposed); Hugh Stanton,
Jr., Position 10; Jack McNeil,
Position 11; John B. Maxwell,
Jr., Position 12 (unopposed);
Edgar H. Gillock, Position 13.
W• also endorse the candi-
dacy of the following for the
State House of Representa-
tives: A. W. Willis, Position 1; 
the office. Therefore, we en- In Dems' Rights Row'
dorse the candidacy of George
C. LaManna.
Incumbent Judge James W.
Parrot of the Court of Appeals
of the Eastern Grand Division;
and Judge Andrew 0. Holmes
of the Supreme Court of the
Western Grand Division are ted at its San Francisco conveo-unoppos, J. We endorse them.
Delegates to. the Tennessee
Limited Constitutional Con-
vention: We endorse and rec-
WASHINGTON — (UPI) Democratic platform-
builders will disregard Southern sensitivities next
month and pledge the party to vigorous "enforce-
ment" of the civil rights law.
The GOP skirted that term in the platform adop-
been mostly Democratic any-
way for the past 30 years. But
the Democrats will write a,
more liberal civil rights plankommend: John D. O'Neil, Po- The differeences may be in an effort to nail down thissition 1; Wyeth Chandler, Po- merely in language, but the civ• Negro vote not only for theirsition 2; Mrs. Anne W. Shafer, il rights issue is in the 1964 Presidential candidates but forPosition 4; Charles E. Pool, campaign to Stay
even if 
some Congressional candidates too.Position 5; E. Gary Maples. Republicans in Congress once Working against the Demo-Tiosition 6; Oscar H. Edmonds, said that it would not be once crats Is the so.called white back.Jr.; Position 7; and Rev. J. A. the law was enacted. lash from white voters annoyedMcDaniel, Position 8. Few politicians in either par* by Negro demonstrations or con-
cerned about Negro neighbors
or job compethion.
Goldwater, who voted against
the civil rights bill, is the pre-
sumed beneficiary of this back-
lash, an issue of unknown sig-
nificance until the votes are
counted in November.
Some Republicans privately
welcome it, some deplore it, but
all realistic Republicans recog-
nize it as an issue likely to help,
their underdog candidate for 
theihiWhite House. , IA Elects New OrleansWhile the dust was still set:
Ong at San Francisco, Sen.
Clifford P. Case of New 
Jersey,' Lawyer As Presidenta member of the GOP's liberal,wing explained his reasons for PHILADELPHIA — Benjam- Johnson, has been employed
Demoncratic Executive
Committee:
Hunter Lane, Jr., Position
1; Jack W. Ramsay, Position
2; Clifford Tuck, Position 3:
Robert V. Bickers, Position 4:
Bruce Jordan, Position 5; Mrs.
Leo R. Burson, Position 6;
Mrs. Lawrence Coe, Position
8; Henry V. Sutton, Position
9; Hal Gerber, Position 12; G.
B. "Pat" Joyner, Position 13;
Russell B. Sugarmon, Jr. Posi-
tion 14; and William W. Far-
ris, Position 15.
The overcrowded Sheriff
race made it difficult to really
discuss at length all of the
view of the 15 candidates who
Henry Klien, Position 2; qualified for the race. We
James E. Williams, Position 3; were favorably impressed by
F. T. Thayer III, Position 5; young William N. "Bill" Mtn- Bass, U.S. Senate; George
0. J. Smith, Position B. ris as well as Raymond K. Grider, U.S. Representative.
Land and Billy R. Schilling. State Senate: Russell B.For State Senate. we en-
However, we feel that Clayton Sugarmon, District 29; Jamesdone:
Elam's overall qualifications F. Scheaffer, District 30; TornRussell B. Sugarmon, Jr., give him a edge over the
District 29; Joe Pikin, District others. Therefore, we endorse
30: Robert W. Andrews, Dis- and recommend the candidacy
trict 31; Lewis Taliaferro. Dis- of Clayton Elam for Countytrict 32; James B. Mitchell,
District 33. 
Sheriff.
For Public Service Commis-
In the Constable rare, we sion (Western Division): Weendorse:
Ron and used bureaucratic lan-
guage to promise "full imple-
mentation and faithfu; execu-
tion" of the law.
ty expect Sen. Barry M. Gold-
water, the Republican presi-
dential nominee, to get much




endorse the incumbent Cayce
M. A. Hinds. District 1; L Pentecost.Charles E. Ware, District 2; For Clerk of General Ses-
For Circuit Court Judges: sions Court: We endorse Cur-
The incumbent Judges How- ry B. Roach.
ard J. Vorder Bruegge, Divi-
sion 7; and Judge William B.
Leffler of Division 3; are un-
opposed. We endorse Robert
M. McRae, Jr. for Division 8.
Tax Assessor: There are two
fine gentlemen seeking to be
elected County Tax Assessor.
One is the incumbent George
C. LaManna and the other is
Bob Hawks, who has worked
hard in a number of other po-
litical campaigns for other
candidates. However, we feel
Washington
(Continued From Page 1)
tic territory could jeapordize
Pernaps the greatest issue ples Life Insurance Company,here is whether the Republicans was elected president of thewill use the white backlash as National Insurance Associa.campaign weapon and take ad- tion rnd installed here.vantage of it to win the elec. Johnson, who was elevatedlion," Case said.
Todd District 31; Lewis Tali- b t ler ted " 
-It must 1144 from the traditional heir ap-
aferro, District 32; and Leland Politicia
Carter, District 33.
State Representatives: A.
W. Willis, 1; Charles C. Burch,
2; James E. Williams, 3: Mrs.
Catherine Taylor, 4; and Ralph
Members of the United Min-
isters and Business Man's
League this week released
the names of candidates they
have endorsed for the Aug. 6
Primary Election, Rev. J. C.
Richardson is president of the withholding sudport from Gold- inJ. Johnson, a New Orleans y Peoples Life since his high
League water, 
lawyer, and secretary of Peo-The candidates are Ross school days. Ile sidetracked a
IT'S ALL FOR YOU, FELLA!
White college student, one of more than 400 who moved into
Mississippi to work in the "Mississippi Project", a summer.long campaign whose main goal is to increase voter regis-nation, plays with Negro child In Hattiesburg after talking
to parents about the benefits of voting. (UPI TELEPHOTO)
0 parent post of first vice presi-ns In both parties dent, will serve until July 22,
1965.
The new president of the
were speculating about the white
backlash months before Gov.
George C. Wallace of Alabama member Negro-owned life in. signments in NIA, and severaldemonstrataed its power in surance company trade group offices in the New OrleansPresidential primaries. He threw is 43 years cid„ and the Council of Insurance Execti-W. Farmer. 5. a scare into stand-in candidates father of nine children. ThereAlso Marvin J. Brode, 6: for President Johnson in Wis- are also three grandchildren.Jack Hydrick, 7; Jack Smith, consin, Indiana and Maryland. 
Wahace ran ahead of his op-
ponents in some areas which ocratic losses caused by a white
are expected to stick with John. backlash in big cities will be off-
sonsin the voting Nov. 3. But set by Democratic gains among
the loss of a few percentage
points in the Democratic share
of the vote in heavily Democra•
career as a teacher, for which
he prepared at Xavier Univer-
sity in New Orleans, to remain
with Peoples.
Jr., 8; Robert Fargason, 9;
Horace Jensen, 10; Jack Mc-
Neil, II, John B. Maxwell, Jr.,
12, and Percy Dupree, 13.
Persons endorsed for the
Shelby County Democrat com-
mittee are Hunter Lane, Jr.,
Jack Ramsey, Cliff Tuck, Rob-
nity Relations Service. said, en
"We follow Louis (Martin) on Sc
this thing. Louis says that he's a
all right."
For himself, Louis Martin,
deputy chairman for the Dem-
ocratic National Committee,
that LaManna is better quail- says, "The man is right on 'the
fled to carry-on the work of brother"
CHEVROLET TRUCKS
NEW or USED
OVER 100 TO CHOOSE
VERY BEST PRICES
HOEHN TRUCK CENTER
Union at Lauderdale It.
.JA 7-7541
Lawrence Coe, Henry C. Sut-
ton, William M. Barr, Wyeth
Chander, Cecil K. Miller, Ed-
ward G. Thompson, Russel/ B.
Sugarmon, Jr., and William throwing their votes away.
W. Farris They also hope that any Detn-
Letters To The Editor
Dear Editor:
"Writing letters to editors is
not a weakness of mine. But
After reading your editorial in
the July 18th issue under the
heading "Notwithstanding," I
believe I would be remiss in
my appreciation of sound
writing if I failed to command
you.
Your editorial is not only
commendable, but I consider
it a blueprint supported by
mathematical logic which will
make the Civil Rights Law of
1964 workable.
"I believe the Civil Rights
Law presents one of the great-
est challenges the Negro has
ever faced, and it is going to
take sound thinkers as your-







610 W. 9th St.
Little Rock, Ark
suburban RePubbnans and In-
dependents who find Goldwater
unacceptable.
Roy Wilkins of the National
I V. Bickers, Mrs. Anne the party's chances of carrying:Associatalon for the Advance.
ott Johnstone, Bruce Jon- pivotal states. I ment of Colored People, showed 
vice president, and directly in
n, Jesse H. Turner, Mrs., Democratic leaders are now he was worried about the back. 
line to succeec' him is H. A.
telling themselvese that W I lash vote when he sought to en. 
Gilliam vice president of Uni.
tace's support came from party list leaders of other Negro
sersal Life Insurance Corn-
voters who were just blowing' groups to halt demonstrations In PanY• 
Memphis.
off steam and knew they were New York'
Ile combined his law career
With his insurance work after
earning his law degree at Loyo-
la University in 1953.
A veteran of committee as.
tives, Johnson he4ped design a
course in life insurance now be-
big offered at Southern UM.
versity's New Orleans branch.
He is active in several lay
Catholic societies, the Fronti-
ers of America, and major law
groups including the American
Bar Association.
'There is no safety in assurnp-
4ions that Goldwater cannot win
the election." he said. "He can
win it and be can be helped:t
win it if enough wrong moves
are made."
No Help Wonted
NAPLES, Italy — (UPI) —
All 29-year old Ciro Daldeziol
did was ask for a job andl
now the police are looking for
him.
Daldezio presented himself
to the foreman of a construc-
tion firm. The only trouble
was he held a pistol in his hand
while making the demand.
Other workers disarmed him
but he escaped before police
arrived.
5.
Sol Shankman & Co., Inc.
COMPLETE FURNITURE & APPLIANCES
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SANTO DOMINGO — (UPI)
— The Dominican regime an-
nounced that it would like to re-
sume diploniztic relations with
Haiti to solve "a series of prob-
lems shared by the two coun-
tries."
Donald Reid Cabral, president
of the governing triumvirate,
said the Dominican Republic
has been willing to resume re-
lations since last October "with
a Lation which shares the same
Island and which necessarily
has to solve a series of problems
ccmmon to the two countries."
The Dominican Republic sev-
ered relations with the Haitian
regime of Francois (Papa Doc)
Duvalier on April 28, 1963, charg-
ing that Haiti had planned to
assassinate then-President Juan
Bosch befo:e his inauguration.
The two countries, which
share the Caribbean Island of
Hispanola, became involved in
border clashes and mobilized for
conflict, but withdrew after in-
terventbu by the Organization
of American States.
Cabral did not specify what
the areas of cooperation between










Know Your Negro History
Hank Aaron in 1957 was
voted the "Most Valuable






Cash In A Flash
Got a home you want to sell,
an apartment you want to
rent, or a car for sale! Do you
need a job!
The Tri-State Defoncler can
put the buyer in your lap in
almost nothing flat.
ft matters not what you
want to sell, the Tri-State De-
fender can help you convert
the merchandise into cold,
green cash.
For a special time, the Tr-
State Defender is offering a
service to persons who want
to sell goods or services
through wants ads.
The minimum price is 80
cents for two lines a week.
Take advantage of the
TSUI; reduced rates by calling
Mrs. Velma Hal at 526-8397 or
526-8398.
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EACH NATIONAL political NEW POLITICAL TECH-
campaign brings In a rash of NI9UES: One of the moat
jokes. so, the joke of the week 
unique ways d of capinaignAg.
is: Why did Barry Goldwater ;71191. If you don't ibaelligeve
kill all of his sows? The an- simply dial that number.
swer is: To prevent them from eating Johnson grass.
Gilliam Promoted And
Honored At NIA Meet
H. A. Gilliam, Sr., vice pres-
ident and agency director of
WUniversal Life Insurance
company, was elevated to first
vice president of the National
Insurance Association during
the organization's 44th annual
lems and Responsibilities in a
Changing Economic and Sod-
al Order."
PANEL SPEAKER
Participating in the home I
office section's panel, "Source,'
of Increased Income by Men ,
convention in Philadelphia ber Companies. Walker di Mat D Williams At Same Postlast week. cussed "Plugging Loopholes
He succeeds Benjamin J. 
Johnson, a New Orleans Law- i
Industrial Debits."
i•yer and secretary of the Peo- Howell talked on "Secui ii
!a Satisfactory Volume ofples Life Insurance company,
who was elected president of Quality Business at a Reason-
the NIA. able Cost."
DEFENDER
Gilliam was one of three
Universal Life Insurance com-
pany executive officers pres-
ent for the meeting in the
Sheraton hotel. Others were
A. Maceo Walker, president
and chairman of the board,
and G. T. Howell, associate
agency director.
Delegates examined "Prob-
The "Award for Outstand-
ing Achievement in 1963" was
presented to Gilliam.
The convention, attended by
some 400 delegates from NIA
member companies, was pre-
sided over by W. A. Clement,
a vice president of North
Carolina Mutual Life Insur-





Gomillion of Tuskegee Insti-
tute and president of Tuske-
gee Civic Association has been
elected chairman of the High-
lander Center Board of Di-
rectors, according to Myles
Horton, director of the center.
Retiring chairman, Dr. B. R.
Brazeal, dean of Morehouse
college, guided the formation
of the center which took over
the program of the Highlander
Folk School after it was con-
fiscated by the State of Ten-
nessee in 1961.
New members elected to the
hoard were Mrs. Leonard
Sperry, Los Angeles; Mrs.
Kenneth Montgomery, North-
brook, Ill., and Robert Moses,
head of the Mississippi Stu-
dent Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee and director of the
Council of Federated Organi-
zations.
Highlander's eurrent activi-
ties include a Mississippi
workshop for white commu-
nity project volunteers and
voter education and civil
,rights leadership programs in
!Tennessee and South Carolina. !changing Nat D's schedule.
Now, he is assigned to special a 3.2 (B plus) grade average
events; special reports and per- while enrolled in 12 or more
Know Your Negro History sonal interviews. He's still credit hours.
' moderator of the Sunday aft- Mrs. Bowling received her
Si, John Hawkins, English ernoon forum "Brown Amer- degree in English from the
slave trader of the 16th cen- ica Speaks" and the new pro- school at the June 6 corn-
tury, used a Guinea Negro gram "Speak-Up" which is mencement,
educated in Portugal, as an called-in-comments on "Brown She is the daughter of Mr.
interpreter during his North America Speaks." It is heard and Mrs. Charles Bailey, Sr.,
American expedition& from 5 to 6 pm. He is also in of 2554 Park ave.
NEW SCHEDULE
Nat D. Williams, who has been on the staff of ‘VDIA
Radio S.ation for the last 16 years, Is still at the station
hut on a new schedule which greath reduces the times
In. is heard on the radio.
• •
But Running In Different Race
The familar voice of Nat D. charge of the Old-Timer rec-
Williams who use to be heard ord show on Sunday after-
on Radio Station WDIA daily noon.
from 6 to 8 every morning and When David James, program
again from 4:30 to 5:30 in the director at WDIA was inter-
afternoon, will not be heard viewed concerning William's
as frequent from now on. His new schedul e, he said "we
schedule has been change and change his schedule because
his work has been greatly re- Nat has too much work to do.
duced. He teaches school (at Booker
Williams, a multi-talent man, Washington), he is president of
had been a disc jockey with the the Bluff City Teachers asso-
station for the last 16 years. elation and works here. We
He started with WDIA 1948 reduced his hours here."
when it was experiencing lean 
years. and a flopping program.
He was the first Negro di in Memphian Receives
the South.
D As he is widely Degree From NMSU
known, remained a di more tiNIVERSITY, PARK. N. M
than three-times the usual —A Memphian, Mrs. Barbara
five - year - life of top - ranking.Ann Bowling, has been named
djs. For 16 years he had to the spring semester honor
"prime-time" spots, roll of the College of Arts and
The constant search for new Sciences at New Mexico State
voices, new program and new university
formats had its i rr. pact on To be named to the dean's




THE MAN FROM TENNESSEE . . THE MAN FOR THE TENNESSEE
FRANK CLEMENT SUPPORTS SHELBY
DURING CLEMENT ADMINISTRATION:
. Memphis State acquired University status, new
buildings, ne. growth.
• S6,805,125 spent on new buildings and improvements
at the Memphis U. T. Campus.
• Our public schools received free textbooks. . .our
teadiers a 10th month salary check.
• $23,422,921 spent on Shelby County highways,
streets alul roads.
• $8,253,600 in state tax collections were distributed
to our county and its cities during 1962-63.
. $66,800 will be spent in 63-64 for hospitalization
of Shelby County indigent citizens.
. Mortgages removed from the homes of our aged citi-
zens who were qualified for welfare benefits.
• Improvements at Shelby Forest and T. 0. Fuller
State Parks totalled $208,507.
• $110,000 extension of the Memphis Workshop for
the Blind.
. The Tennessee Psychiatric Hospital and planned
School and Hospital for Mentally R eta r de d at Arling-
ton.
SHELBY SHOULD SUPPORT FRANK CLEMENT
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY, AUGUST 6th
[Political Adv. Paid for by the Shelby County Committee for Frank Clement)
Funeral services for a nine-
year-old boy who was hung
while playing with a rope
hanging in a tree of his back-
yard were held on last Friday
night at Bethel AME church.
Larry West. son of Mrs. Ruby
West of 839 Stephens pl., was
found hung on Tuesday of
last week by Lloyd Lot, 15 of
633 Stephens pl. He told of-
ficers that he looked out the
window of his home and saw
the boy's head inside of the
loop of the rope.
The I5-year-old boy ran to
the site and placed the boy on
the ground before notifying the
victim's mother of the acci-
dent.
Mrs. West said that the yard
was generally filled with
neighborhood youngsters using
the swing, but at the time of
the accident, all of them had
gone home. The children used
a large lard can to climb in-
to the swing. The rope had
been placed in the tree three
days before the fatal accident.
WAS CUB SCOUT
Officiating at the funeral at
New Bethel AME church was
Rev. James Gleese, the pastor.
Larry was a member of Cub
Scout Troop No. 144, and his
fellow scouts were hononary
oallhearers. He would have
been a fifth grade student tit
Walker Avenue Elementary
school this fall.




Mr. and Mrs. Julius C. Flake
of 1912 S. Parkway East en-
tertained for their children re-
cently at a splash party at the
out-door pool of their home.
Page 3
ub Scout Hangs Self Candidates Air Views During
Democratic Club's Meeting
LARRY WEST
youngster is survived by two
sisters, Mrs. Blanche West
Coleman of 1064 Neptune, Apt.1
B. a teacher of mathemati,
and algebra at Manassas Ult.',
school, and Mrs. Bobbie W.
Hammons, a recent grad(' •
of Arkansas A & M
Burial was on Satuid
morning in Mt. Carmel cen,
tery. Southern Funeral home .
was in charge of arrango
ments.. _
After leaving the pool the,
guests sat at tables under lawn
umbrellas of yellow and white
American flags and candles
decorated each table. Green
foliage bedecked the podl
which was lighted hy torcl
lights and Japanese lanterns.
Food served was from th.
"cook-out" on the lawn. The
party ended after dancing by
the pool-side.
BAD CREDIT? OR NO CREDIT?
IF your credit is bad and you need a car.
Don't worry
SEE
F. G. hillier at John Wellford Co.
915 Union Av•. PH. JA 6-0466
More than HO members and State Consitutmnal Convention.
friends of the Shelby County l Atty. Russell B. Sugarmon,
Democratic club met recently Jr candidate for State Sen.in the home of Mr. and Mrs.!
Tommy Evans of 263 W.  ate, District 29.Wal-
dorf ave., and heard speeches; The club will hold a call
from several candidates, or meeting in the next few day;
their representatives.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
The group included: Rev. J. Gem ge Williams of 1519 SwiftA. McDaniel, seeking Position
and men,bers will be noti-a in the State Constitutional
Convention. fied by phone as to the date
Charles E. Ware, candidate
for constable, District 2,
Bob Hawks, candidate for
county tax assessor.
Henry White, labor leader.
speaking for Rep. Ross Bass,
candidate for the U.S. Senate. .
Roy Nixon, spokesman for
Bill Morris, Jr., seeking sher-
iff's 'post.
Jesse hi. Tic Position I.
;ind tune
Know Your Negro History'
The first sizeable group of
Negro slaves to enter the
British colonies was brought
to Jamestown in 1619. Num-
bering 20 Negroes, the group
was sold to the colony by a
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Through Kool's pure white filter
comes the most refreshing coolness
you can get in any cigarette.
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ROCHESTER, N. Y. — (UPI) National Guard
troops with rifles and bayonets ringed Negro t•ections
of the city, prepared to move into action if needed to
help quell new outbreaks of racial violence blamed for
four deaths during the riotous weekend.
Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller, 
who sent the troops here, flew rooming house. Three personsinto the city unannounced to in- died in the crash and nine oth-spect the riot damage and con- era were injured.
suit with police and National The guardsmen all from theGuard leaders on the tense sit-
uation.
City Manager Porter Homer
renewed a citywide curfew but
set its hours from 8:30 p.m. to
6 a.m. The weekend curfew had
extended from 8 p.m. to 7 a.m.
The new curfew will remain in
effect indefinitely.
A ban on sale of liquor, effec-
tive throughout Monroe County,
Rochester area and command-
ed by Col. William Sheehan of
Auburn, N.Y., assistant com-
mander of the parent 27th ar-
mored division, were billeted in
four areas on the outskirts of
Negro sections here. They are
equipped with M-1 rifles, bay-
onets, machine guns and tear
gas grenades.
was continued through 5 pin.In a statement, Homer silk!
off when a Negro boy was ar-
rested during a scuffle at a
street dance. It continued al-
most unabated through the
weekend.
A Negro man was shot but
not seriously wounded Sunday
night when he tried to avoid
arrest for violating the curfew.
EarUer, a barrage of Molotov
cocktails was tossed from a
public housing unit, and one of
them narrowly missed a fire
engine. A volley of police gun-
fire sent the bomb-thrower into
retreat.
"I am disgusted with this
whole thing," said a Negro cook
who has lived here for 18 years.
"I've got a good Job and per).
pie are wonderful to me."
He expressed the opinion that
"this whole thing was caused
by just a bunch of those people
who are unworked and hungry
and nothing otherwise."
Betty Christens., a white em-
ploye of a radio station and a
resident of Rochester for seven
Years, said, "I have some col.
ored friends who said they
didn't recognize any of those
taking part in the troubles,
There was a very well organ.
lied group behind it, bat I don't
know who."
"1 don't know if it was the
Communists, the Black Mus-
Data or what have you," said a
variety store owner, "But I
know it was some group."
Flora Nunez, 23, a Negro fac-
tory worker, said she thought
"some group was behind it but
added, "it was the people who
live here."
Baptists To Send 50
Tuesday. The request was made ies • ethe curfew hours were reduced
State Liquor Authority. (SLA).
the to "lessen the disruption of the
residents, industries an busi. n Missisnary Tasksby city officials and byThree courtrooms were re- senses" in Rochester.quired to handle the arraign-
„,,,,„„f the estimated In an emergency session, the
755 persons arrested during 3 city council passed a resolution ,
'days and nights of rioting which directing that the city mana-
brought 1,200 state and local pa ger, Homer, "at the earliest
Lice into Rochester. practical time” begin an in-
The 3 battallions of guards- quill' into the rioting and re-
men, which Rockefeller ordered port back to the council "with
such recommendations as hehere Sunday night, equal the
combined strength of law en- may deem advisable for action
forcemene officials previously that may be taken so that
on duty here. there may be no recurrence of
An elderly white civil defense this disorder."
worker was killed during pills- Negroes Sunday night again
ging Saturday night after being' defied the curfew and tossed
struck on the head with a pipe fire bombs, rocks, bottles and
by a rioter. other objects in hit-and-run tac-
He stumbled into a street an& tics. The guardsmen were
was struck by a hit-and-run dri-
ver.
A civil defense helicopter ho-
vering over trouble spots in al
Negro district Sunday, appar-
ently flew too low and struck a
trucked to their bivouac areas
through Negro areas in a show!
of force, but this die not pre-
vent the new incidents.
1
The rioting broke out late Fri-
day night, apoarently touched
Dr. King Urges End To
N.Y. Demonstrations
ATLANTA — (UPI) — Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. appealed to New York City Negroes to stop thr
riotous demonstration and announced he would fly
to New York to confer with Mayor Robert Wagner
about the city's racial crisis.
King said Wagner's office . 
contacted him last week while call off the violence.
he was in Mis. King had these recommenda-sissippi a n d
Wag-asked 
him to tions ready to present to 
meet with the iner
mayor about l — That a police lieutenant
the racial vio-'who fatally shot a 15-year-old
lence that has1Negro boy be suspended im-plagued H a r-imediately pending a final de-lem and other.  termination of the blame.areas of Newl 
York 
_ 
That Wagner institute a.
civilian review board to hearKing said he
Dr. King is prepared to racial complaints.
also visit Rochester, N. Y., l'ir amT, ,h, t
including the coopers.
"vigorous pro.
where racial noting broke outi the services of federal, stateFriday night. He does not have and city governments be start-
a formal official invitation from ed at once to eliminate ghetto
Rochester but said he has been conditionsschinool Harlem, 
desegregation
g a tlionn.
invited to Rochester many c
and to provide greater employ.times in the past, ment for thousands out of work
King told a news conference in the Negro sections.
he plans to make some specific "Moat of these people see
recommendations to Wagner If. as a long and desolate car-
and that he probably will tour iridor with no exits signs," King
riot areas of the city appealing Isaid. "They need to see a way
personally to Negro leaders
The Southern Baptist For- churches are eligible for con-eign Mission Board expects
to have 50 single college grad-
uates in strategic missionary
tasks overseas by September
1, 1965, according to Rev. Lou-




project is part of the Board's
plan for expansion calling for
5,000 missionaries. It is de-
signed for college graduates
who do not feel called to 4
missionary career but who
have didicated talents and vo-
cations to Christ and are will-
ing to serve overseas for two
years.
Rev. Cobbs, an associate
i secretary in the personnel de-
' partment of the Foreign Mis-
sion Board, says: "These train-
ed young people will work in






are now serving. There, un-
der the direction and super-
vision of career missionaries,
they will share their Christian
faith and perform tasks to
meet critical needs."
UNDER AGE 27
Single college graduates un-
der age 27 who are active





church at 123 W. Parkway
east will observe annual Wom-
an's Day on Sunday. Aug. 2,
and the speaker at the morn-
ing service will be Mrs. Rubie
L. Biles, wife of the pastor.
Guest speaker at the 3 p.m.
meeting will be Mrs. 0. C.
Collins, wife of the pastor of
Prqgressive Baptist church.
The public is invited to all
services of the day. Rev. L. S.
Biles is pastor, and Mrs. J.
Banks church reporter.
sideration as missionary jour-
neymen. Those selected will
serve a two-year, non-repeat-
able term after 10 weeks of
intensive training. They will
receive travel expenses, holm-
Gaston
backed
HE'S MAD AT WHITES
Soumaliot (right, In car), leader of Communist-
rebel forces in the Congo, talks with his second In
command Laurent Kabila in Albertville, Congo. Soumaliot
announced that he would kill all the whites In Albertville,
ira and Baudoinville If government forces sent against
him Included white mercenaries. (UPI TELEPHOTO)
iing and meals, and small sal- Treacly requested application
ary. forms. These will be mailed
They will be sent to do spe- October 15. Deadline for ap-
cific jobs as requested by the plications to be in is December
Missions (organizations of mis-
sionaries). Early requests are
for youth workers, a labora-
tory technician, an office sec-
retary, a draftsman, a college
teacher, a youth and music
worker, and a librarian.






Th.'s Is a  why peool•
Ilk, to do business with us. You,
fee, will Illt• SOP court•ous treat.
most and deslr• to h•lp you.
"Op•o Thursday and Friday
Night. Until 700 P.M.





"Ws Ilk* to soy yes fe your
leon request"
Examined end Super•II•d 67
the State Depertroont is1
Insurene• gni Blinking.
2 LOCATIONS
IS( S. Main, JA 7-1511
152 Madison, JA 5-7111
SAVE 80* I.r.t....:•.„
Milk
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE
1, ri CART HOME SAVINGS!
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups




I 248 Vence Ave.
4\0 Morophis, T
JA 7-9320
"YOUR Company Makes Whe You Ask for And





NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
31. For additional information
write: Volunteer Division, For-
eign Mission Board, Rich-
mond, Va.
Place Negro Sergeants
In Brooklyn Riot Area
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Police Commissioner
Michael J. Murphy took advantage of a four-day I&
in racial violence to replace five white sergeants Iff
Harlem with Ngroes.
The move to increase the number of Negro off:-
cers and patrolmsn in Harlem
was in line with the recommen-
dations of Negro spokesmen for
easing tensions in the nation's
largest Negro neighborhood.
Teamsters Union Local 8186
ordered its drivers to refuse to
bring whisky into Harlem and
the Bedford-Stuyvesant section
of Brooklyn where widespread
looting and battles with police
took place last week.
Lester Connell, secretary
treasurer of the local, said the
embargo would remain in ef-
fect until the union "can feel
certain that their members can
go in and out of Harlem and
Bedford-Stuyvesant without any
fear of being injured."
The lull in the city's racial
troubles was shattered briefly
when three Molotov cocktails
were exploded in Bedford-Slily-
vesant. A white man, James
Collins, 39, a patron in the
Dol Ray bar, sustained burns
of the neck and arm in one
of the attacks.
The homemade bombs went
off near the front windows of
the bar and two other business
Know Your Negro History
Negroes were blamed as the
cause of the Civil War in the
bloody draft riots in New York
City in July, 1863.
places. AU three establishments
owned by wtilte persons in the
predominantly Negro section.
Police patrols in both Harlem
and Bedford-Stuyvesant, whose
combined Negro populations to-
tal almost 800,000 were cut
sharply during the weekend. A
police department spokesman
said riot-trained officers were
ready to resume emergency
working hours if violence should
erupt again.
No arrests were made in the
bombings and there were.
reports of looting. No ero
were reported in the neighbor-
hood after the attacks but po-
lice said "a group of young
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Tune in Channel 13 W11130 every Monday
thru Friday and hove fun playing T.V.
Bingo. There is a new game every day
and you get a FREE Bingo Card every
time you check out at Big Star. $50.00
will be added to the Jackpot every day
until there is o winner! T.V. Bingo Spon-
sors and their families are ineligible to
play T.V. Bingo.
MONDAY MU FRIDAY
11:00 A.M. to 11:30 P.M.
Play Blue TV Bingo
Cards Thru July 31, 1964
Get your FREE Fairgreunds cisupons ot
Big Star. They ore worth 10e• en any
adult ride ond 54 on any Kiddielond
Ride. Save up a handful and have fun
































































































































SATURDAY, AUGUST 1, 1964
Republicans And Democratic Coalition
Attempt To Defeat James Backers
Attempts are being made by
some Republicans and Demo-
crats here to defeat Bob James
in his attempt to win the Re-
publican nomination for the
Ninth Congressional seat by
asking Negroes to vote in the
Republican primary in the
Aug. 3 election and then vot-
ing for President Lyndon B.
Johnson in the November-gen-
eral election to defeat Barry
Goldwater.
George W. Lee, head of the I
Old Guard Republicans here,
said:
"We see Bob James the
backer of Barry Goldwater,
of the John Birch philosophy
s fighting the Civil War and
trying to nullify the 20th
Century. He is fighting also
to make the Republican party
a lily white affair."
"It is our honest belief that
the Negro's best interest in
this coming Aug. 6 election is
to come over into the Republi-
can primary and vote to de-
feat Bob James and his Gold-
water crowd.
"In November go over to
the Democrats in the general
election and vote for Johnson.
"A Bob James nomination
in August and a Goldwater
election in November would
be the worst thing that could
happen to the Republican
party, the Democratic party
and the country as well. It
would exert pressure on the
Democrats to become more
is
conservative. T h e national,
Democratic party needs a lit-
tle pulling toward more lib-
eralism, not a more conserva-
tive positio 1.
In the August primary the
voters are not called upon to
abandon the Democratic party
if you are a Democrat, not
run away from tie ttepublican
party if you are a Republican,
but you are called upgn to
fight against extermist groups
who are trying to kidnap the
Republican party and use it
as a vehicle for toe extreme
bigotry and racism at a time
in our history when confi-
dence in our institutions was
never more necessary to the
challenge of the Communists.
"If we let these Right Wing
extremists take over the Re-
publican or Democratic party
the minority groups of this
white, the other party might
country might find them-
selves in the same position
that the Jews were when Hit-
ler and his Nazism took over
Germany when temples of jus-
tice were transformed into
concentration camps.
"Mr. Bob James has demon-
strated, if not with his mem-
bership, his sympathy in the
John Birch Society by signing
a telegram dated Jan. 14, 1964
appealing for funds to defeat
the civil rights bill. This tele-
gram w a s fathered by tli e
John Birch Society. And sent
out to hundreds of business
leaders in the community and
nation.
"Through mistake one of
these telegrams was sent to
Taylor C. D. Hayes, a Negro
undertaker.
"The John Birch Society and
similar hate groups are re-
minders to us once again that
the principles of a free socie-
ty can be destroyed by ex-
tremists. Such movements
feed on our nation and cause
frustrations and undermine
our national purpose of Free-
dom. You say it can't happen
here in free America. The
Jews said that before Hitler
came, that it could not happen
there.
"It might happen here if we
don't demonstrate at the ballot
box by voting to the fullest
extent of our numbers, just as
was demonstrated in the
"March on Washington" and
"March on other American
cities."
The call is from the street
to the ballot box. The clear
call to the Negro voters in
Memphis and Shelby Lounty
Is to the aid of Lt. George Lee
who fought with such unusual-
ly courage in San Francisco
and who now has brought his
fight back to Shelby to fight
for the same principles he tried
to uphold in the Goldwater
rigged Republican Convention.
"In our considered judgment
the dynamics of race feelings
are such that if one party
'should become exclusively
be forced to the same status of
competitive politics.
"For either party or both
parties to become exclusively
white would strike at the roots
of our whole system of De-
mocracy and equality as set
out in the Constitution and
Declaration of Independence.
"The Negro must fight to
keep the Republican party
from turning its back on its
historic principles and adopt a
policy resulting on the exclu-
sion of the Negro
"Negroes of Memphis must
not permit Bob James and his
crowd to take control and lock
the door and thus drag the
Republican Party into a po-
sition of radical conservatism,
just embrace the prospects of
clasping to their bosom rank
segregationists on the other
hand. It would be fatal for the
Negro who stakes his whole
future on Democratic process-
es to abandon the Republi-
can party and go over totally
to the Democrats
''He would lose his bargain-
ing power, he would lose his
fight for a kindly but vigor-
ous Democracy in which all
problems might be neutraliz-
ed in the bright sunshine of
America's tomorrow.
"We have a clear picture of
DEFENDER
what could happen in the po-
litical careers of President
Johnson and Senator Gold-
water. When Mr. Johnson Was
In the U.S. &mete, his record
on civil rights was slightly
worse than Senator Goldwa-
ter on civil rights. What made
President Johnson a liberal?
What caused him to realise
that he must change his posi-
tion on Civil Rights in order
to get the Negro vote in the
balance of power states that
elects a president?
"What made Mr. Goldwater
ultra conservative? lie once!
championed the cause of in-
tegration and contributed to
the NAACP Defense fund.]
But when 80 per cent of thel
Negroes voted for Kennedy in
the last election, his liberal- ,
ism went out of the window.
"And he preached that the
Negro vote was lost and could
not be brought back, but the .
right wing radicals, such Re
the John Birchers, the White I ,
Citizen Councils caught onto'
the bate of race hating."
%ir3-in‘eampfire 
By BILL BERO
HELPFUL HINTS along the way for the outdoorsman...
I t\
WE:2 GLOVES WNW HANDLING
VA 4.1.1. GAME AND HOT POTS AND
PANS OVER OPIN FIRES.
REMEMBER TO PLACE ̀OUR TENT
IN A PLACE WHIRS WIND AND
RAIN WON'T CAUSE HAVOC. AND
BE CAREFUL 5E77146 IT UP UNDER
A SIG TREE WHERE LIMBS MAY
FALL DURING A STORM.
, 110- v. (N•1 sA1,1S.5 -kOTATOES OVIM HOT
P FILL COALS PUT A FseW HOLES IN
114 ,AND TH7 'A; TI,EVIL COOK FAST,:
INSTANT I r LIFFEE, V.PLODE AS EN.,V.
MITA-10.-5 Sit-. ALONE.
Sheriff Race Takes On Home Stretch Heat
pill Morris, candidate for
Sheriff, this week questioned
the ability of Raymond Land,
(now Chief Deputy and en-
dorsed b,y the present Sheriff,
Melvin Hinds), to bring about
the vitally needed changes in
the Sheriff's Department.
"If he is a progressive ad-
ministrator, why has he not
been imaginative enough to
formulate programs for t h e
up-grading of deputies, ex-
pansion of services and effect
saving in the budget. If he has
formulated these programs, he
has not been forceful enough
or comprehensive enough to
persuade the present Sheriff
to put them into effect," Mor-
ris said.
Rather than being an admin-
istrator, I think that Land is,
and has been, a puppet of Mel-
vin Hinds, Surely he has
known that the County Court
Committee had requested a
took at his records, yet he did
Inot once speak out publicly
for the right of this requisi-
tion. Certainly he knew of pre-
ferential treatment being af-
forded privileged prisoners in





heard him condemn those re-
sponsible for the "county club"
atmosphere enjoyed by friends
of the Sheriff and Chief Jail-
or. While I'm on the chief Jail-
or, can Raymond claim ignor-
ance of the fact that vending
machines in the jail were the
private concession of and a
supplemental income for the
Chief Jailor. If Raymond Land
has not been aware of Depu-
ties receiving pay-offs in var-
ious forms then he alone has
his head in the sand. An able
and politically moral admini-
strator should have been
aware of these breaches of
conduct and brought them to
the attention of the Sheriff,
then if justice was not served,
the public should have been
told of these sorry circum-
stances through the news me-
dia.
In effect. I am saying that if
Raymond Land has not been
an active participant in all
these wrongdoings, then he
has been turning his head. If
this is the case, than he has
proven himself to be a very
ineffectual administrator and




FROM THE PEOPLE—FOR THE PEOPLE
ELOW WILL BE FOUND A PORTION OF MY
LATFORM WITH OTHERS TO BE INTRODUCED




o chang• in employe., in the Sheriff's offioo provided they will be
edicoted employe., comploy•es that will work ler the Sheriff's
Offic• ler th• betterment 111 th• County es a whole and not fa
°lineal favors and job s•curity.
2. POLITICAL ACTIVITY:
o type political work wh•tsoevio for Sheriff's employees. If
hey are pressured to do political work or salicit contp•ign funds
nd If ditty will report ph. matter N. tee, I will protest soy sears. of
nformation and will •npose the fact that they hove been pressured.
3. CIVIL SERVICE:
To do all in soy p•wer to s•• thi Sheriff's amploye•I get some
type ef Civil Service sissurity• I don't losli•vis an employee should
av• to d•pend on political ollianc• to protect his j•kr.
. LITTLE HATCH ACT:
To work for th• attache., •I • "Little Watch Act," to mok• it
illegal Hy County Government workers to engage in politics. I will
query the prospective candid.., to the T•nn eeeee G•noral Assein.
ly before I vote for them, to sea If they would support such on est•
S. CRIME & ACCIDENT PREVENTION:
o inttltute a Crime and Accident Pr•v•ntion Program throughout
ho entir• C•unty. I de not Iritll•us ge•d Law Enforarintent can Is•
  •Iene by th• nuntbor if arrests end the amount of fines
ollected. I *Ink • sp.1•1 Juvenile Squad is long past dusi.
6. TRAINING PROGRAM:
To Institute • Treleing Proven, for both n•w and old employees isf
th• Sheriff's °Miss, nether thee 11crow a new employ. with an older
one end "Show hint the netts." The days of MUSII• 011/ 1S 1O1
are •ver, 'peels will r eeeee t th• bodge, end n•I muscle and brown.
7. POLITICAL MACMINE,
To de all In nty pew•r to break up th• •Id political machin• that has
long deraln•ted Memphis end {Why County. I Intend to Pal Rut
Power to piece a person in Oboe book Into the hands of Ma people
and woke the Sheriff's office above reproach.
R. ECONOMY:
To u•• my business ...nen. to proctiert •conorny In the Sheriff's
Office, I believe th• people of Shelby County are tired of annecits•
sary large budgets to run the Sh•riff's Office. 1 propos• to mok•
full us* cif th• IsUdget •vollelile se, Blot any furth•r tax increas•
against property would be,unnecossary.
Also, it is my plon end premise upon tithing office to boobn a de-
tailed study, with assistanc• from the Busin•ss Community Law
Enforearlisnt Offisiolo end others, to determine the feeolbility frees
on economy standpoint of contracting with th• City of Memphis
Politest Dept. to potlie• the entir• county, ttecept, of 111.1/11,, in thsts•
munielpellti5o in the county whoop polic• focliltios are new eivoll•
able, far the purpose of eliminating duplication of facillti•••
could possible bring cleat th• greatest staving in tee dollars and
atilt, same time result in obvious improvement in 'elicits, effisioncy•
I will fever and prepare o Control County Comptroller to handle 
all
r•cisipts and disbursements for the Sheriff's Office.
ELECTION AUG. 6, 1964
9. INSPECTION OF RECORDS & FACILITIES:
T. keep th• Sheriff's Office sip•ri sit all times for Inspection by
th• prop•r authoriti•s•
I will Mani., act officiously or permit pers•noi ie•lings, prejudices,
anim•sitie, or friendships to influenc• my decisions. As a Lew
Enforcement Offic•r my fund•rn•ntal dory will be to servis mankind;
To safeguard lives and prop•rty; t• pritl•Ct th• innocent against
deception, the weak against •ppression or intimidetion, end the
rights •f all persons. I will enforce the low courteously and
appropriately.
EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS:
High Subset Graduate - University of Tenn., E.D. Majoring in
Criminology, Psychology, Sociology and Busin•ss Low, Graduot•
of RCA Radio School, FCC Amateur Radio License (Keen
WITZ0/ 6W2139.
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS:
President of the Mid-South V.H.F. Club, Past President of the
Mid-South Amateur Radio Assn.,(Present Director), Member, Third
Army M.A.R.S., Pest Dir•ctor Memphis Consumer Credit Assn., K C..
Director • Airways Optimist Club, V.P.W., Shitrwood Civic Club.
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE:
Pres•nt own•r ond operator of on Advertising Agere-y sod Ineurrrn.
Adiusting Pirrn-CI•ints Inv•stigator for o National Insurance Organ.
isation-pr•viguely 02 years) Secretory and Treasur•r for • large
Mid-South Financial Orgonisetion.
SPECIAL TRAINING:
Perms, C.I.O. Agent (Crimin•I Inv•stigatien Diviei•n, U.S. Attorl
12 yews. Veteran of World War II and K.., holding 14 models end
bodg•s. Twine successfully completed 0.1 Crintin•I Investigators
goutse at th• Preuest Hershel General gekegl, thu I. the some
type trgining as required by the Federal Bureau •f Inveetigotion
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Blood and Body Fluids
reeling the situation.
If Land is elected we will
have another two years of
confusion, dereliction of re-
sponsibilities, special priv-
ileges and the same old ad-
ministration under the direc-
tion of Melvin Hinds operating
through his figurehead and
bookkeeper. Raymond Land,
that we now have.
Apparently Melvin Hinds
feels that he must have an
ineffectual "old-timer" to fill
his shoes and continue his
policies so that his "political
birds won't come home to
roost" and with them bring to
the citizens of Shelby County
the truth that the department
has been a department of the
politicians, by the politicians,
and for the politicians. Now
is the time to bring this sorry
state of political control to an
end and return the department
to the public trust through
your vote for me.
Know Your Negro History
Granville T. Woods patented
the "Induction Telegraph," a
system for communicating to
and from moving trains.
Visiting Relatives
On West Coast
Mrs. Willie Woods of 1405
Florida St., is the house guest
of her nephew and his wife
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie W. Turner
of Sacramento, Cal., who are
former Memphians.
A sister of Mrs. Woods o
Los Angeles, Mrs. Johnnie Mae
Ford, was among the many
friends to visit Mrs. Woods.
Others included Mr. and Mrs.
Las, Knox, Mr. and Mrs. V.
V. Harris and Dempsey Ran-
dolph.
Mrs. Woods is being inter-
tamed at parties and other so-
cial affairs.
Ushers' Day Held
At Lane Ave. Baetist
Rebels Threaten
ELISABETIIVILLE, The Con-
go —(UPI)—Rebel leader Gas-
ton Soumialot threatened to
kill all white persons in three ,
rebel-held cities if there arei
white mercenaries among al
Congolese police force march-1
ing on his headquarters, a gov•1
eminent spok,ssman said.
The cities are Albertville argt
Baudouinville in North Katanga
Page 5
To Kill Whites
Province and Uvire in Kivu
PmvAlbeinrcteville is a port city es
Lake Tnganyika. Soo air miles
north of Elisabethville; Uvira
is 180 air miles to the north
aid Baoduinville is 90 alr miles
to the south.
A government spokesman said
the police unit was only a few
miles from Baudouinville.
[Express Gratitude
Know Your Negro History ,
Hampton Institute was
opened in Virginia in 1308.
Howard University in Wash-
ington, D. C., was opened in
1867 in an sbandoned dance
hall and saloon.
' Usher's Day was observed
last Sunday at the Lane Ave-
nue Baptist church, and a spe-
cial feature of the program at
3:30 p.m. was the processional
I of all of the ushers.
Rev. J. W. Williams is pas-
tor of the church, and Mrs
Eddie Lou Blanton reporter. I
The pastor of Eastern Star
Baptist church, 811(1 his wife,
Rev. and Mrs. W M. Fields,
Sr., expressed gratitude to per-
SOH!: and churches which pant-







1961 MERCURY 2 Or. Sedan $ 895Fully Equipe., Power Air 
1960 RAMBLER
4 Dr., R.H. $ 695
1959 PONTIAC 2 Dr., R.H.
Automatic $ 595
1969 PLYMOUTH Wagon
4 Dr. $ 395
1956 CADILLAC 4 Dr.,
H.T., Power & Air $ 495
1961 T. BIRO. Air Cond.
Fully equipped s2295
s13951961 FORD Convt. Solid Red, KekhiTop, P.S.. Autom., R.H. 
1954 LINCOLN
R.H $ 295
V-8, Black & White s 6951958 FORD W Dr., R.H.
1962 RAMBLER, R.H. 
$ 795straight Traits. 
Financing No Problem, We Own Our
FINANCE COMPANY
THIRD & GAYSO AVENUE • JA 6-8811
OPEN tNIITIES
Red, white, & blue retirement plan
Sure, you'll have social security.
Maybe an insurance plan, company
pension and money in the bank to
boot.
But buying U.S. Savings Bonds
is also an excellent way to prepare
for that day when you start taking
it easy full time.
If you buy one a month at $87.50
for 73'4 years before you retire,
you'll have $50.00 a month coming
in for 73'4 years after. (That's just
an example. You can adjust the dol-
lars and the years to suit yourself.)
Something else to think about:
Bonds can help make sure you'll
have a future to retire to in the first
place. The money does a lot to
strengthen Uncle Sam's hand in the
free world.
Why not make it.a habit to buy
Bonds regularly where you bank,
or on the Payroll Savings Plan
where you work/ See if you don't
feel pretty good about it—now and
later.
Quick facts about
Series 1 Savings Bonds
• You get hack $4 for every $S
at maturity (7% years)
• You pay no state or local tat
and ran defer the federal tax
until the Bonds are cashed
• Your Bonds are replaced free if
lost, destroyed or stolen
• You eon get your money when
you awed it
Buy E Bonds for growth—
id Bonds for current income
Keep freedom in your future with
U. S. SAVINGS BONDS
The Government doe. nor pay for lAia edeerrieine. Ts. Tr ...teery 
Peto.
s
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Profile Of Congressional
Candidates In This Race
An examination of candidates
for Congress in the Ninth Con-
gressional District reveal some
startling inconsistencies.
First let us take a look at the
George Grider profile, whom
, some Negro leaders are beating
drums about, while at the same
time leading the fight on the
Civil Rights front. They have
confused us completely, about
why they kre holding up the
Grider banner and telling Negro
voters that he is the mah of the
hour.
A look at Mr. Grider's record
shows that he did take a positive
stand against Civil Rights when
he staled in a newspaper — not
long ago, that demonstrations
were unconstitutional. In other
words, we are lead to believe,
according to Mr. Grider's state-
ment, that the Civil Rights bill
recently passed is unconstitu-
tional.
Mr. Crider knows that there
would not have been a Civil
Rights bill if Negroes in this
country had not resolved to
move forward with a social rev-
oluntion of non-violence. He
knows that America could not
have been aroused had not the
sit-ins, the freedom riders, dem-
onstrators shown a determina-
tion to bring direct, powerful
pressure to near upon American
communities and Congress to
off-set and counter the pressuie
of reaction.
Mr. Grider knows that these
demonstrators along with many
white people, who believe in
Constitutional rights have creat-
ed the astomsphere for change.
There is still other reasons
that give us many anxious mo-
ments of disbelief about the sin-
cerity of purpose of those Grider
drum-beaters.
A few months ago Mr. Crider
fathered an investigation in
which the Negro newspapers
and some Negro leaders were
held up to ridicule and shame
— and condemned for accepting
advertisment of election notices
in an honest way. The amount
of money received for advertise-
ment space in the Negro news-
papers were pointed out as a
thing of evil while on the other
hand, Mr. Crider remained
strangely silent about the
money received by the white
daily newspaper for the same
kind of political advertisement.
He made every effort, knowing-
ly or unknowingly to discredit
Negro newspapers.
He struck a low blow at the
integrity of Negro leadership
with smear tactics.
And now he stands upon the
platform with his hand extend-
ed down in quest of Negro votes.
How can Negro citizens vote
for Mr. Grider?
We take another retrospective
view at Bob James, affiliated
with the Goldwater philosophy
which is fighting the philosophy
of Civil Rights as well as
driving Negroes from the Re-
publican Party. It is our honest
belief that Negroes' best interest
in this coming August Primary is
to defeat Bob James and his
Goldwater followers.
A Bob James nomination in
the August primary would help
elect Barry Goldwater in No-
vember, which would be the
worst thing that could happen
te the Republican Party at this
time, as well as the Democratic
Party here.
Negroes in Memphis must not
stand idly. by and permit Bob
James and his followers to take
control and lock the door to pro-
gressive government with radi-
cal conservatism.
Congressman Cliff Davis did
not vote for the Civil Rights
bill. Like George Grider, he did
think it was constitutional.
State Senator Frank L. White
has remained mute and inarti-
culate on the great questions
that fret and trouble our domes-
tic scene.
Therefore the Tri State De-
fender does not endorse any
Democrat for the Congres-
sional race.
Notwithstandin0
by Thaddeus T. Stokes
POWER OF A SINGLE VOTE
Countries ruled by dictators
are countries where free, demo-
cratic elections are not utilized.
Ambitious politicians who seek
to establish absolute govern-
mental control first destroy the
free election system of a coun-
try.
A dictator could never gain
absolute control over citizens as
long as they are privileged to
express their choices at free
elections and have their wishes
implemented.
Many American citizens will
say that a dictatorship could
never be established in Amer-
ica—but it can. Once citizens
stop participating in free elec-
tions then we will be headed
for a dictatorship. That is why
it is very important that you
vote in every election.
Yes. Your one vote is very
important.
BACKWOODS AREA
To citizens who do not con-
sider it important to vote in
every election, permit me to
quote a passage from the novel
"Magnificent Destiny" by Paul
I. Wellman. The novel is about
the "great secret adventure of
Andrew Jackson and Sam Hous-
ton."
Here is the message:
"The precarious nature of the
historic action by the Senate,
and the small things upon which
the destinies of nations some-
time hang, are illustrated only
by one of many episodes with
it. of which neither Andrew
Jackson nor any of the other
major figures on the political
scene ever knew. But as a brief
nigression it is worth recounting.
"In the extreme southeast
corner of Indiana lay the back-
woods area of Switzerland coun-
ty. On election day that fall in
1844. old Freeman Clark, a farm-
er, lay seriously ill in bed. But
he begged his sons to carry him
over a mountain road to the
county seat, so that he could
vote.
"The candidate for whom the
old man wished to vote was
David Kelso, who once had de-
fended him on a murder charge
and obtained his acquittal. Thus.
gratitude was a motive to Free-
man Clark. But even more im-
pelling was the fact that he was
a long-time Jackson man, and
Kelso, running for the State
Senate. was a Jackson man also.
FREEMAN CLARK
"His wish was obeyed. . The
old farmer voted, was carried





When I said in one of these
columns that America produced
no great women on the scale of
a Cleopatra or Catherine the
Great or Victoria, I was inun-
dated by complaints from the
ladies.
I know now the name of every
woman college president, every
woman writer and half of the
women editors. "Think of the
suffragettes!" urged many of my
correspondents. So I did. What
I think is that Ellen Glasgow
and Charlotte and Emily Bron-
te accomplished more without
the vote than most women ac-
complish with it.
Simply persuing the books
that American women buy leads
me to believe they are basically
insecure. We have "Sex and the
Single Girl," "Sex and the Ca-
reer Girl,- "Sex and the Col-
lege Girl." I fully expect "Sex
and the Upstairs Maid" next.
A culture produces great
women when the women are
sure they are loved. When wom-
en are unsure of male devotion
and love, a culture produces a
great many best-selling books
on sex
Women entertain the erron-
eous idea that once upon a time
before the 20th century, they
were all vassals and marriage
and life were a momentary joy
followed by a chain of sorrows.
home by his sons, and the exer-
tions of his journey caused his
death. David Kelso was elected
to the Indiana state senate by
a Single Vote; Freeman Clark's."
Sitting at Indianapolis, the
state senate had a task of high
importance — the election of a
United States senator. Counting
Kelso, the Democrats in the
state senate had a majority of
Just One. A caucus was held and
it developed that majority of
the party delegation favored a
man who, it was known, would
vote against the Texas annexa-
tion, if elected.
' "But Kelso refused to vote
for the party choice. A deadlock
resulted between the Democrat-
ic and Whigs candidates which
continued for days.
"Finally, Kelso made his
move. He proposed a new can-
didate — Edward A. Hannigan.
And in the party caucus he noti-
fied his Democratic associates
that he would bolt and vote with
the Whigs — thus electing a
Whig to the Senate—unless they
supported Hannigan.
HARRY GOLDEN
But indeed it is the contrary
which was true. Women were
always deferred to. For nothing
has ever prevailed against the
institution of marriage, not
even easy divorce laws. Women
always ran the house or the
castle or the hut. Life itself may
have been rude but it treated
women less rudely than it treat-
ed everyone else.
Cleopatra never looked
through a microscope nor did
Queen Victoria spend her sum-
mer vacations painting sets at
the local theatre. Yet they were
great women, great because not
only were they loved but the
mass of women in these societies
were loved.
A woman's life turns on love.
In Shakespeare's play, Rich-
ard III kills Edward and marries
his widow Lady Anne because
he convinces her he killed for
her love. He bares his chest to
her sword and she rewards such
passion with her troth. Was
ever a woman so wooed? asks
Richard.
But indeed yes. Convince a
woman of your love and there is
no tenement in which she will
not live and no crime she will
not forgive. But make her doubt,
and the next thing you know she
will want to read books and
realize herself and spend her
iunior year abroad, improving
herself.
"The Democrats felt constrain-
ed to accept Hannigan. He was
elected by a Single Vote — Kel-
so's.
"The first great issue before
the United States Senate when
Hannigan took his seat was the
reconsideration of the Texas
treaty for annexation, placed
before it again by President Ty-
ler. Texas sentiment had grown,
but in spite of that, the treaty
was ratified with the necessary
two-thirds majority by ',Silty
Ono Vote — that of the new In-
diana senator, Edward A. Han-
nigan.
"Can it not thus be said that
the vote of a dying man in the
hills of a backwoods county in
Indiana made Texas a state, and
Andrew Jackson's mighty plan
a reality?"
Let me hasten to say — never
underestimate the power and
the importance of your vote.
I urge you to be sure that you
vote duiing the August 6 Pri-
mary election.
Your vote could save the





Are These Our Leaders?
Newspapers all over Ameri-
ca — and I am sure — through-
out the world — cartied stories
a couple of weeks ago, telling
how two Southern Senators en-
gaged in a wrestling match on
the floor of a Senate hearing
room.
One of the playful legislators
— both are sixty-one years of
age, old enough to know better
— was that defender of the hon-
or. Senator Thurmond was sup-
posedly "only kidding" when he
went to the mat with his long-
time friend, Senator Ralph Ray-
borough, the Texas Democrat.
We wish Senator Thurmond
had been kidding immediately
after the March On Washing-
ton when he broadcast some re-
marks to the world which, to
say the least, were pretty silly.
The South Carolina Democrat
let it be known that he consid-
ered the magnificent March un-
necessary, embarrassing to the
nation and a demonstration
which would give the world
the wrong picture o fthe status
of the Negro in America.
Thurmond allowed that Ne-
groes in America have "more
refrigerators, television sets and
cars" than anywhere else on the
globe. What this has to do with
our wanting our freedom as hu-
man beings was not made clear
by this stalwart champion of
white supremacy.
In troubled times like these,
the spectacle of two members of
the auguse U. S. Senate carry-
ing on like two schoolboys does
little for the image of this na-
tion around the world. Are men
like these our leaders?
Is Louis Lomax, the author,
one of our leaders? While hun-
dreds of state and federal per-
sonnel were dredging waters
and beating bushes in Mississip-
pi to try to find the remains of
two white youths and a Negro,
evidently murdered by segrega-
tionists, Lomax was writing ar-
ticles telling the Negro people
to "go slow" in the integmillkm
fight.
From Lomax' point of view,
Negroes should be so grateful
for the new civil rights bill that
he should not crowd the South-
ern white man. Lomax has every
right to advance his own career
and to earn comfortable checks
for his writing.
But I do not believe that Lo-
max himself really believes that
the Negro should slow down in
his fight for freedom simply be-
cause, one hundred years late,
we have been granted — not
our rights — but legal recogni-
tion of them and a green light
to fight for them with the Gov-
ernment aiding in the fight.
Lomax echoes the same mis-
take which is made by many of
our white friends when he as-
sumes that the civil rights bill
is a gift to the Negro. With the
shape of the world today, the
civil rights bill is as much a sal-
vation to white America as it
is to black America.
Is Louis Lomax one of our
leaders. I hope not.
•I hope not because — too oft-
en — it appears that Mr. Lomax
is telling the white man what
the white man wants to hear
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That Sinister Force
As we write this, the Republi-
can Party has served notice that
it no longer desires to live.
They nominated that Apostle
of t h e Eighteenth Centtir..%
Barry Goldwater.
The Republican convention
was a nightmare. Controlled
with an almost police state kind
of despotism, it projected a big-
otred. anti-Negro atmosphere.
As Jackie Robinson has observ-
ed, even a former President,
while mouthing democratic-
sounding generalities, could
find time to make disparaging
insinuations about the Negro
people.
Yet this great General who
once surrendered to McCarthy-
ism, had not one word to say
about the murderers and thugs
who executed three youngsters
who went to Mississippi to try
to help make democracy work.
I believe that Barry Gold-
water is a dangerous man.
I believe he is not only dan-
gerous insofar as 20 million Ne-
groes are concerned.
I believe he is dangerous as a
threat to the hopes and aspira-
tions and dreams of all Ameri-
cans.
If there was any breath of
wholesomeness in the whole
convention, it was the way Nel-
son Rockefeller, Hugh SOIL
Ken Keating. Jack Javits and
John Lindsay fought — and the
eloquence of George Parker and
Jackie Robinson and Massachus-
setts Atty. Gen. Edward W.
Brooke.
Senator Clifford Case of New
Jersey was also very moving.
The Republican Party has let
me know that it doesn't want me
— that is, that segment of right-
wingers and reactionaries who
have taken it over. Well, I don't
want it or them.
I do not know what course
others may take. Me, I am going
to work like hell for LBJ, vote
for him and split my ticket to
uphold those in the Republican
Party who have indicated clear-
ly not only that they want my
vote — but also that they want
a country which moves forward
rather than back to some Dark
Ages of reaction and .dictator-
ship.
was one of those who tried
to warn people that Barry Gold-
water symbolized a sinister force
which, if underestimated, could
gain great momentum. Ameri-
ca did underestimate that force.
There is a danger that we will
make another error — in assum-
ing that. Barry Goldwater can-
not beat Lyr/don Johnson.
This would be a grievious
mistake.
We do not know how deep are
the pockets of reaction and pre-
judice in this country.
.1-All of us who love this coun-
try ought to put some insurance
on it by making certain that
Barry Goldwater receives one
of the finest trouncing, in poli-
tical history and that Lyndon



















































































































































MR. and MRS. FRED
Following their marriage at St. Augustine
Roman Catholic church, Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Smith, Jr., are seen cutting the
wedding cake during a reception held in
the home of the bride's parents, Mr. and
SMITH, JR.
Mrs. George Bowers of 1568 Riverside
drive. The bride is the former Miss Doro-
thy Ann Bowers and is a Junior at Ten-





A frantic, all-night search for a five-year-old
Southside girl ended Monday afternoon when pol;ce
found her in a locked basement with a 5S-year-old
ex-convict.
The child had been sexually molested.
The suspect, Joseph H. Wal-
ker, is scheduled to appear In
Felony Court this morning to
answer charges of forcible rape.
Police had no address for him.
Discovery of the little girl
ended a • search which -began
about 9:30 Sunday night when
she apparently slipped out the
back door of her home into an
adjacent alley.
Her father, Emmett Blackwell,
told the DEFENDER that he
was taking care of the children,
whose mother had just given
birth to her seventh child in
Lying-in Hospital.
"I had called them in and
given .them supper," the dis-
traught father said. "Then it
was time for .hem to take baths
before going to bed. When I
looked around, she was gone.'
Blackwell scoured the neigh-
borhood for the child, hut could
not find her. He got into his car
and drove around. Unsuccess-
ful in his efforts, he called po-
lice1A the height of the search
dozens of policemen from the
Englewood district were fanning
through the neighborhood.
The house where the little
girl was found is located at 670
S. Sangamon. Police passed the
house dozens of times during
the night.
When daylight came, they de-
cided to enter buildings in the
neighborhood, especially a large
apartment building in which
they thought the child might
have wandered.
When the searchers entered
the basement where Walker
and the girl were secluded, she
was crying. Police took her to
St. Bernard's Hospital, where
it was determined that she had
been sexually molested.
Later, she told her father:
"i sat up all night, Daddy. I
heard you calling me, but he
Just wouldn't let me go."
Persons In the neighborhood
say they heard a child scream
at about the time police theo-
rize she was in the alley.
According to police records,
Walker served 20 years on a
murder conviction and 10 years
for robbery. He was also once
arrested on a charge of con-
tributing to the delinquency of
a minor.
Teenagers Entertain Chicago
Visitors At Dance Party
•
Lynnettc and Paulette Hayes Larry Woods and Darabar. "
and their cousin, Robert L.
Tuggle. were the hostesses
and hosts to Dwight and Mar-
tita Kee of Chicago at a teen-
age dance held at the resi-
dence of Mr. and Mrs. Manuel
Tuggle of 1155 Springdale at.
on Monday night, July 20.
Among the guests were
Gwendolyn Becton, James D.
Casterlow, Jr., Ektridge Child-
ress, Linda Childress, Carolyn
Deaner. Gloria Deaner, Collie
Harris, Linda Faye Harris,
Angelia D. Lee. Vernita Les-
ter, Sandra McNeal, Sidney
Bess Pickens.
And Barry Rainey. Don
Rainey, Eleanor Jean Rainey,
James Rainey, Jr., William
Roberson, William Roden,
Trudy Lynn Smith, Jerry
Lynn Standard, Ruby J.
Swift. Eleanor Toney, Clau-
dette Tyler, Harold Wilson,
Mrs. Elnora Willis, who lives
in the house where the girl was
found, told police that Walker
had been doing odd jobs around
the house for about a month,
ane that he had access to thc
basement.
Pollee were not sure how the
girl got into the basement with,
Walker. The door leading to
the backyard was padlocked
from the outside.
It was theorized that entry was
gained through a window which
faces onto the alley. Police
said the window showed signs
of having been removed and re-
placed hastlly.
Doctors at St. Bernard's I
said the child's body bore brui-
sea and scratches. Her clothing, I
was sent to police crime labor-
story for analysis.
While the door todoor Learch
was in progress, police asked
radio stations not to broadcast
any report until they checked
with officials at Lying-1n Hos-
pital.
"'hey asked the hospital to
remove any radio from the
mother's room to avoid caus-
ing her grief.
However, the father told the
DEFENDER later that thy mo-
her had been told about the
finding of the girl without de-
tails of the experience she had
suffered.
According to police, the child
accused Walker of "pulling me
into the basement."
Wright.
After the dance the guests :
of honor had a pajama party :
for the girls and served them !
breakfast the following morn- al
ing with the assistance of her.
great-aunt, Mrs. 011ie King. :
Dwight McKee and his friends
went to the home of a greet-.
aunt, Mrs. Occie Henderson in 1
holiday Heights. •
Overnight guests were Col- •
lie Harris, Lynnette and Paul-
ette Hayes, Sandra McNeal,
Sidney Bess, and Barbara
Wright.
While breakfast was being-7
served, Miss McKee was star-
prised withwith the arrival Of her:
father, Mr. Frank L McKee of
Chicago, whom she believed:
to have been on his vacstiblihr
New York with her mother
ahd baby brother, Donald 
MeKe
-
FBI Probes Bombing Of
Negro Home In Jackson
JACKSON, Miss — (UPI) —
FBI agents said they were in.
vestigating reports night riders'
threw a bundle of dynamite,
sticks at a Negro's home in Mc-
Comb, Miss.
There were no injuries in the!
blast which did slight damagel
to the house. Several of the,
dynamite sticks failed to ex-
plode.
The dynamiting was one of a
series of weekend incidents the
FBI said ti was ineystigating.
In other acts of violence, a
a tear gas grenade forced a
Negro couple and three civil
rights workers living with them
from their home at Batesville.
Civil rights workers reported
that a car used in civil rights
work was sloshed with gasoline
and burned in Holmes County,
northwest of here.
At Greenwood, Miss., civil
rights workers said a Negro
whom they identified as Jack
McGhee was injured by flying
glass when a white heaved a
coke bottle through a window
of the car in which he was rid.





Speas Releases Booklet On Many Uses Of Vinegar
The Specs company, makers ALUMINUM UTENSILS: MM- Vinegar to one quart of warm
erals in food and water some- water, This solution will make
limns cause dark stains inside your windows gleam and won't
alumium utensils. You can se leave the usual film or streak
move these stains by boiling on the glass.
water to which Speas Vinegar Persons who want the color-
has been added. ful booklet may obtain it with-
WINDOWS: Nobody Ii k •s to out charge by writing to Speas
valuable suggestions on the' wash windows, but here it in Company, attention Miss
uses of vinegar, from removing easy, fast way to handle ill Lorene Freeman, Home Econo-
grease spots and odors to uses Add a halfcup of ammonia mist, 2400 Nicholson Avenue,
for cooking for example: and an eighth of a cup of *peas Kansas City, Missouri, 64120.
of vinegar since 1888, have just
released a 28-page booklet on
"Why Didn't Someone Tell Me
About All These Uses For Vine-
gar?"




PIANO I & II - ORGAN I & II
VOICE CULTURE
I & II. Theory, Chord, Progression Harmony,




SPECIALIZING in Church Music
HYMNS, SACRED, & GOSPEL




at the Southside Community
Committee headquarters, 6158
S. Cottage Grove ave. It in-





pearance and good grooming
Two sessions were geared to
vocabulary and basic mathe-
matics. The training program
at Woodlawn Hospital also in-





A Small Loan Law is need-
ed, said former State Senator
Lewis Taliaferro who is cam-
paigning for re-election to the
32 District seat he held in the
1961 Legislature.
Atty. Taliaferro said:
*The breezy 'come-on' ande easy pay-off angle of small
loan companies have put a
strangle-hold on low income
workers who are forced to
borrow money to meet emer-
gencies.
"These high - rate loan
sharks, in their greed, have
made it impossible for many
people to ever pay up com-
pletely. There have been cases
reported where interest rates
ran as high as 150 to 160 per
cent.
"Present laws do not afford
protection for the little fellow
who's up against it and can't
go through regular financial
channels to get money with
which to pay grocery bills and
buy milk for his children,"
said Taliaferro.
his children," said Taliaferro.
He continued, "It is admit-
ted that due to the greater
risk involved, these loan corn-
f
flies ought to be allowed
an banks and finance com-
panies 
higher interest rates
are 'allowed under pres-
ent law.
"We ought to have a small
loan law on the statute books
which would permit interest
rates that would be fair, both
to the lender and the borrow-
er. The little man ought to be
able to secure a needed loan
without having to pay an ex-
orbitant interest rate," ex-
plained the former senator.
"The practice of 'flipping'
(the pyramiding of interest
and carrying charges by the
repeated re-financing of loans)
should be ended by suitable
legislation. The matter of
credit life insurance or credit
accident and health insurance
should be more closely regu-
lated by appropriate legiala-
lion."
•
He said provisions should be
ade to require, lenders to
clearly apprise borrowers of:
(1) The principal amount of
the loan (2) All charges im-
posed (itemized and explain-
ed) (8) The total amount to
be repaid (4) The schedule of
payments due, with dates and
amounts.
"Consideration must be giv-
en to the enactment of legis-
lation to:
"(1) Prohibit lenders' from
requiring or accepting wage
assignment* from borrowers.
"(2) Phohibit lenders from
enticing or permitting borrow-
ers to become obligated on
more than one loan contract
at a time.
"(3) Make it a misdemeanor
to contract for ton*.
"(4) Make the entire loan
void and uncolleetible if
tainted with usury, but to
provide that loans made in
good faith Under the provis-
*
ns of 007 Act subsequently
eclared unscenstitutional
ould not be so affected."
Know Your Nigro History
A Negro, George Leile, who
way a preacher in Georgia,
went to Jamaica during colo-
nial times to found the first
Baptist church of that colony.
Don't Cut Corns
Calluses, Warts
Use New Magic Rub Off
Thousand, of sufferers from leaning torn.,
calluses. common wart., report larefifshing
results with •n arn•ring new rub ell Ill
wItrk. painlessly & safely withent 
d
infection Irons coning. 
it a wonder•wo Medicate
Pt alittsitel,
creme called DERMA•SO that eases pone
and swelling while it •often, and dittanlyee
them tormenting herd to remove growths in
dead 11111111, rubs off leaving skin mime
silky ornentb. So don't linger needlessly.
DUNA-SWr sodas as 511 &emir.






In A 'Woman's World'
When Jerome 1. Hari is en-
tered Morgan State college at
Baltimore, Md., in the fall of
1948, he told his advisors that
who completed a pilot hospital he wanted to work around
training program for schooll
drop-outs, were 
awarded pine food, so they told him that
home economics was the field
and certificates by the Wood- him.
lawn Hospital administration.
The three, Mary Henrietta So in 1952 he was Jo actuated
Apkins, 8431 S. Blackstone; from the school with a major
Norma Hean Lawrence, 8207 &lin home economics. Now, in
what is generally consideredVernon Ave., and Walter
"woman's world," he is atSmith, 8007 S. Rhodes Ave.,'a
as the top as head dietician ofcompleted basic training
nurses rides and attendants. 1 Michael Reese hospital in Chi-
The program began in Aprillca80-
with two weeks of orientationl During the past 12 years,
Harris raid that he has heard
about at least eight male di-
eticians in the United States,
nowever he adds, 127 men are
listed in the American Dietetic
Association.
Harris his internship in
Dietetics at Michael Reese
hospital and remained there
for five years. Later he was
administrative assistant at
Cook County hospital and
food service director at Ridge-
way hospital in Chicago.
Although there are few
males in his field, Harris said
that he likes his work and has
never felt that he was doing
anything unusual. "I've al-
ways been treated well," he
said.
Harris is married to the sis-
ter of his college roommate,
and he and the former Miss
Thelma Vauls are the parents
of two daughters, Adrienne,
seven, and Jeri, five.
WITH U.S. TRADE MISS/ON
Seen here hoarding plane in Durham recently en route to
Join other business and industrial executives from around
the country on an eight-man 1 . S. Trade Mission to Cen-
tral America and Panama is Asa T. Spaulding, president
of North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance company. The
group, named by the U. S. Department of Commerce, will
take a one-month tour of the area to stimulate greater
interest in U. S. industrial products, focus attention on
Joint-venture profit potentials and bring back new sales
opportunities for American companies.
•
BELOVED BESSIE'S GONE
Bill Terry, who portrays the role of Jack In the play "The
Death of Bessie Smith." tries to find some consolation and
understanding in the senseless waste of human life, due to
generations of Ingrained bigotry. The play, featuring Terry
Is part of the Edward Albee double bill which Includes "The
American Dream." The double bill is being presented by
director Bob Sickinger at Hull House Theatre-Jane Addams















Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50
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33 Years Experience, Chief Deputy
Clerk 16 years
Set Up Bookkeeping System - Familiar
with All Phases of Work in Office,
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Southern immigrants.
"It's those Southern people
who have been coming up here
lately," he said. "They • come
here, and live on unemployment
insurance and welfai e. They Joseph Easley, president of
have about 15 kids. I know one the Buffalo Chapter of the Na- tion from without."southern family . . . they have tional Association for the Ad- Kowai said he received an16 children and she's expecting
vancement' of Color qd People. airmail letter from Yugoslaviaagain, and nobody in the fain- said Mayor Chester Kowal warning him of possible racialily works.
• "should start doinghis . outbursts in the Buffalo-Lacks."When they were breaking up
little faster." I wanna area.my place, I came in and asked Kowal said the city should The mayor, however, declinedthem, 'Why are you doing this?'
Rochester Whites Shocked By Predict Race Riots
To Strike Buffalo
BUFFALO, N. Y. (UPI) — Several civil rights
leaders, Negro and white, charged that Buffalo of-
ficials have failed to cope with racial injustice and
warned that the "same potential" for violence that
rocked Rochester exists here.
gency session with Kowal to
the premium, he said. One A Negro police officer said prevent violence in the tense"There, now. See that fight? on. „  •only, I don't give a damn for BIRMINGHAM, Ala — (UPI) told Gadsen and Huntsville off j. Neero section of the city's eastclothing stores made a practice
of overcharging, extending cer. The police aren't trying to do 
•
all this stuff. " — A federal judge overruled Ne-rcials to publish the notice inside.
goods al. anything about that. Know why? - gro objections to school deseo-Inewspapers one day a week for The greatest stir at the meet.
ter 
then seizing the 'Cause we're not people as far ,regation plans in three North ,each of three weeks prior to the ing was caused be Negro Sam-
been made, he said. At that point one of the scuf•
lots Negroes Anew were vile
ROCHESTER, N. Y. — (UPI) — The chaos and
destruction which ripped through the predominantly
Negro seventh ward (has) shocked white residents
who believed their city free of the racial strife
plaguing the rest of the United States.
But many of the 5,000 Ne-
groes who live in the ward
claim the trouble has been ir-
revocably on the way for years.
"They've been kept down here
too long, like dogs," a Negro
insurance salesman said. "They-
've been stuck in this low rent
housing, they've been exploited
by the merchants . . . it's al-
most a ghetto here "
Easley spoke at a meeting of
Negro and white sivil rights
leaders called by Kowal to dis-
cuss ways to avert racial vio-
lence in the state's second yar-
...est city.
Kowal said he learned that
some racial agitators had come,
to Buffalo, but he declined to
Identify his source.
Easley, who viewed the riot-
torn sections of Rochester Sat-
urday night, said Negroes in
Buffalo have resentment similar
to those in Rochester against
"padded grocery bills and hav-
ing to pawn their suits, and po-
le... brutality."
Easley said "there are the
beyond ministers and beyond
prayers," he said.
"Sitting and. meeting with a
bunch of ministers .is outdated
today. The only way to prevent
violence is to talk to the peo-
ple capable of creating it—the
everyday citizen," Green said.
Another private citizen John
B. Wiley, attacked the adminis-
tration's contention that the
conference was called to retain
racial tarnquility.
"You're holding the meetnig
to prevent what is already here
IM on alert seven days a week
I watch," he said. "Even Satur-
day night there was a group of
boys roaming the streets look-,
,ame existing elements of had Inc for revenge. Looking for a
"gird itself against any agita- to elaborate on the letter. 
housine. unemployment, and Policeman to kill."
education in Buffalo," as in Ito. "It's gonna happen here,"
A big Negro grabbed me and, icheater. He said the Buffalo ci•
saki, 'How do you feel abouti tv government had not done P.
Negro men. Then. a woman be- the Civil Rights Bill?' I 
told jud _ ?tough to correct social prob.
higher ball
ers with a child's plastic base- iumPed through the 
broken
met four hours in the emen
Food stores in the district, One hundred and fifty pereon.
. window and went upstairs. They •have been charging d  .bat. Police did not inter
prices and permitting credit for fere.
a can of beer. "No more craw-
ling around here. We're getting
rifles and shotguns and we're
going to have a war."
The young man sat on a
doorstep in the heart of the;
troubled area. While he talked.!
a fracus broke out between two
just ruined the place."
l'n e of the fight- him, 'To hell with you' and I ge Upholds Alabama!.
ntegration Proposals
'Alabama communities, setting final day for acceptance of uel Green who said young Ne-
the stage for classroom inteera- transfers. , groes who start riots are not"If they (authorities) didn't —.n .
know this trouble was coming, 
In g Negroes pulled a knife and n,,,rionstrators tion in four grades this fall. Schools. open in Huntsville' being contacted by communityswung several times at the wo- SIC 1 - U.S. District Judge H. H. Sept. 2, in Gadsen Sept. 9, and leaders.if nobody knew, how come I man. She was cut on the right JONESBORO. La. — (UPI) Grooms ordered the Madison in Madison County, Aug. 25. I . "This is a problem that ishaven't been able to sell any'arm, treated on the scene and _ A group County, Huntsville and Gadsenplaate glass insurance around  of pro
-integration
taken by ambulance to a hos- pickets was arrested in front school boards to Process trans.here for years. The company p..a.a i for examination. of the public library and book- fee apPlications by Negro stu-1just wouldn't take the risk. , Her attacker was clubbed and ed with parading without a dents before schools open. I
"No wonchr they wrecked bundled into a police wagon. permit. 'Under the plans filed after
these places. They need the cue r "There is no reason for any The Coneress of Racial Ealla" the U.S. Circuit Court of Ap-
dit, but they know that they are of that," the young man shou- litv (CORE) placed the num- peals ruled that grade-a-year in-
being taken to the cleaners. But ted. "If they stopped the fight her arrested at 24, but the tegration was insufficient, each
I don't know why they wrecked before it wouldn't have happen- Jackson Parish (county) sher- school system would desegre•
George's place over there," he ed. _ iff's office said there were not fele-grades one, 10, 11 and 12
said, pointing to a small men's "They all carry knives. They that many. The sheriff would this fall with complete desegre-
store. "He has always tried to say they need them to proteetrnot say how many were taken gation by 1969. I
hi. fair." themselves from each other. into custody. I Grooms, ruling from the
"But what happens, the old They're always fighting, cutting A sheriff's denartment snokes•:behch after hearing arguments
people gets taken, then their and shooting among themselves., man denied published renorts'from Negroes and the school
children get a little more edue "They'll only wake up when that dogs were used. "Anybodvlofficials, rejected arguments by,
cation and they get mad. They a bunch of people are killed who says that does were used attorneys of the National Asso-
see what's going on, and when down here. That's what we need is a liar," he said. Icirtion for the Advancement of
they get a chance they do this, to happen. Maybe today or t • The croup was led by Danny ;Colored People that the plans
see? It had to happen. morrow." Mitchell a field orker for the'failed to meet the appeals
"Maybe the answer ts to Negroes leaned out of second
leave the country. They don't floor windows and shouted in-
have this stuff in Canada, in suits at state police and sher-
places like Toronto and Mont- iff's deputies. They called the
real. We here fight for our white officers finks and the Ne-
country, we're good enough for gm o police Uncle Toms.
tha, for the rest of the time Police were stationed at all
we're animals." lintersections and spaced along
Only Negro businesses were side streets in the seething 14-
left unscathed by the rioters.'block by 7-block area in the
The Salvation Army Family center of the ward.
Thrift Store had only a small: Crews hammered plywood
hole punched in a plate glass over store fronts along Joseph
window, and nothing was sto- Ave. and strolling Negroes
len. were forbidden access to the
A muscular young Negro said street.
he expected "war." The white manager of a gm-
"They (white residents and eery store in the middle of the
police) are going to get it now," ward, whose stock was reduced
he shouted. waving and spilling to rubble, blamed the riot on
Arrest CORE
CORE summer task force.
Those arrested were being held
on $25 bond each. CORF Xaid
they were arrested as they e-
merged from cars with their
signs.
Jackson Parish is in North
Central Louisiana. It is one of
the targets of CORE's summer
project in Louisiana.
Jonesboro has a population of
about 4,000.
Know Your Negro History
In Brazil, one of the two
national heroes dating frorr
early colonial wars against the
Dutch was a Negro, Henrique
Dias.
court's ruling. NAACP attorney
Norman Amaker said no appeal
was planned immediately.
Grooms required the school
boards to give publie notice of
the desegregation plans. He
Watchable Gal
SAN DIEGO, Cali:. — (UPI)
— City Councilwoman Helen
Cobb was named "watchable
of the month" by the local
chapter of the international
Society of Girl watchers.
The Society presented Mrs.
Cob...) with a plaque for "being
the subject of many hours of
pleasant girl wactung."
4*********************







Now is the time
Paid F. by Tracey Rainey, Finance Chairman
Wiley warned. "We've had ra-
cial incidents before. Two
months ago a paoliceman tried
to arrest a Negro and within
five minutes 200 Negroes crowd-
ed around. It is the very kids
who feel "I'm tired, I'm sick
and fed up with what is going
on'."
Conncilman Albert J. Petrel-
la, who is white said he
"sick and tired of seeing 111,
mans pitted against each oth-
er, categorization into Negro
and white problems, forgetting
the people who are the rioters."
"We sit ,here in the air con-
ditioned offices discussing what
should be done. But we're for-
getting the unintelligent few on
the street corners who are the
agitators," he said.
The Man Best Qualified
for the Job
ELECT ROBERT "Bobby" HORNE
Your
Clerk of General Sessions Court
Robert "Bobby" Horne
EXPERIENCED—Has 17 years of experience in the
Clerk's office (including two years
in the Armed Forces).
ABLE—A Chief Deputy Clerk for the past 5 years,
he knows the lob Thoroughly.
HARD-WORKING—Competent and qualified, he
sees your needs as Hs duty.
COURTEOUS—Helps and informs everyone with
equal courtesy.
FOR CLERK OF GENERAL SESSIONS COURT,
VOTE AUGUST 6
FOR ROBERT "BOBBY" HORNE




Mrs. Matilda Humphreys • Sect.
5 Yrs. Experience
REPRESENTATIVES
FOR FAIR PRICES & EFFICIENT SERVICE
NO DOWN PAYMENT - FREE ESTIMATES
• RADIO & T.V. REPAIRS
• HOME REMODELING
• STORM DOORS
• INTERIOR and EXTERIOR DECORATING
McCallister Waters • Owner
15 Yrs. Selling Experience
UP TO 36 MONTHS
TO PAY
William "Bill" Baker • 2 Yrs. Experience
Top Salesman for Month of July
•
• AIR-CONDITIONERS
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We Need More Bright Youngsters
•
Three high school students attending
NSF-sponsored summer science institute
at Bennett College, Greensboro, N.C., en-
gage in research experiment in chemistry.
Defender's Naticna News
DEFENDER
Birmingham Spotlight Nab 15 In La. For Using
Nice visitors continue to spend vacations 
with rel-
atives and friends. The Lawrence Stout fami
ly of De-
troit worshipped at 6th Avenue Bapti
st to hear their
former pastor, the Rev. J. T. Porter.
Ella Kate Rash came home'
from her teaching duties in i her daughter.
Detroit for a brief stay, then! Mona Rae Norman has been
was off to Florida. .offered some flattering posi•
Mabel Carey is summering lions teaching in a couple of
at home from teaching duties' outstanding colleges. Looks
In Chicago. Her mother Lena like she will not accept at pres-
underwent eye surgery. ent.
Gladys Bushelon Beard and .ontiers had a Simper meet-
children of Los Angeles are int; on Tuesday night at the
visiting the Bushelons and Showcase.
Jr.,
citrus.
Mrs. Beatrice Gamble was1 
Ftve and Alvin. Jr. Robert-
at her post of teaching Sunday 
Son of Detroit visited with
School and singing in the choir 
their narents, the Piper Davises
while visiting here from Los 
and Alvin Robertson, Sr,
Angeles. Cute little Beverly 
• • •
Our sympathy to Emmve
Coleman of Detroit was house
guest ef her aunt, Daisy Jones. Lew
is Anita Lewis Polk and
Barbara Shores party for her Dr.
 Jehn Lewis of Cleveland
included:Laura Ilarriett Cole. 
dtheraldheearth Tohfeytheairehifiosrbmanedr
man, Edythe Ann Warren,
Leslie Gaillard, Maria Knox, B;r"li"Ils.
,Mary Kress, Laurie Forniss, 
Elizabeth Howard 11111 m
lHenry Kress, John 
Wesley, the death of her husband Mat
:Coleman, Leon Kennedy,  
nry llill George Rash and
University in Nashville for a Haszards in T
ittlesville.
Retest. The Democratic 
Women's
Like These... Minnie Gaston is represent- Auxiliary is snonsoring a tea
ling us well, having gout to the at the L. R. Hall Audit
orium
I National Coundl meeting at 0b *fly 26, Mrs. Berni
ce john-
[Bethune - Cookman College, son, chairman. She 
needs your
'then off to NewYork for an- help in reaching he
r goal of
!other meeting. 100 women in this
 organize-
• • • tion.
Friends mourn the passing Mrs. Jerome 
Auls of Mont.
I her sister, Rosie Smith Dunn, 
of Mrs. Mattie Traver in Chi- aomery joins her 
husband here the restaurants closed as soon report any 
problems to her at
in Detroit, Mich., and her bro- 
cago. She was the aunt of as an additio
n to the young  tthe testers arrived.
ther, Idell Smith of Philadel- 
Mary Elston Goss and Bill married contingen
t. 
the CORE office at 2211 Dry- ..
Clifton was born Nov. 2, 1680 phia, Pa. 
The tests also indicated that atiles St . phone 
523-7204
Left to right, Miss Patricia Turner, of
Raleigh, NC.; Cosby Alston, of Norlina,




I Mrs. Smith, the daughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Alex
B CAAgnew
Mrs. Tiny Bennette of 419 in Tupelo, Miss. She departec1 The West Wing Singing Con-
Institute Street is at home aft-'this life July 11, 1964. She was vention was held at Shady
er visiting her children, Mela member of the Silver Leaf Grove Baptist Church the third
and Mrs. John Hope and (am- Club of tne First Baptist Sunday. $109 was raised. ,
•1 • Chicago. 'Church. Survivors are two sis-1 T. Brandon of Durant is
Mrs. Fannie Baker has re-,ters, Mrs. Zora Weddle of this president. The next meeting
turned to her home in Cleve-leity; Mrs. Mamie Allen ofi will be at Goodman Baptist
land, Ohio, after a long visit![Sherman, Miss., and a nephew Church
with her brother, Mr. WhitelMr. Louis Clifton of Detroit,' Leslie Travis of Chicago.
on Baltimore St. • •
Mrs. Hattie Ballard of 515 
Day Street is at home again MISSISSIPPI
after a long stay at Jackson.
Madison County Gen. Hos- CORINTH • • •
pital. Mrs. Ballard was doing By Rev. W. W. Hamilt
on
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Ward of
nicely at this writing. Rev. W. W. Hamilton. thel Memphis, Tenn. are home on
The Youth Conference of district missionary for the Ful- their vacation
the C.M.E. Church was held'ton Missionary Baptist 
Asso- Will J. Lipsv, Milwaukee.
in Atlanta, Ga. Those attend- ciation, preached at the Rockev l wis., was home a few d
ays last
ing from Liberty CME Church Grove Missionary B a pt i 
at week.
were Prof. T. R. White, Church at Bexar. Ala Mrs. C. A. Garland i
s vacs-,
Yancy and Corey Odom, Jr. All members of the churc
h tinning in Chicago and St.
Misses Gloria Atcherson and made their reports. $25.50
 was Louis with her daughters and
Elenor Grimes, Ross Brucelraised. SOH.
Cheairs and Jesse Bush. They The Meager! Gro
ve Mis-, Willie McWillie is a patient
reported a very profitable, Rieman. Baptist Churc
h and the in the Lexington hospital.
educational and recreational Little Zion Missionar
y Santis!' 
trip. Church conducted 
their ban- ALABAMA
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Kennedy
on 2nd Street are very happy
over a new addition to their
family, a baby boy whose
name is Don Sebastian Ken-
nedy. The mother and son
were doing nicely at this writ-
ing.
Mrs. Dan Smith of 479 S.
Market St. is spending a 3
weeks vacation with her sister The Pleasant Gro
ve Mia-
and husband, Mr. and Mrs. sionarv heard Rev.
 R. L.
Neal Curry at 1417 Trendley,Greenlow from 
Columbus.
Ave., East St. Louis, Ill. Miss.. preach at 
their revival
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bryant meeting. where $2
32.14 was
of 220 Southern St. are at honw raised. Rev. W. M. 
Washieg-
atter a visit with relatives and ton is pastor.
friends in St. Louis, Mo.
Miss Agnes Wells of Tupelo: GOODMAN
Is visiting in the home of her By Mrs. Pearl
eane
uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Harry T. Holmes 
and Miss
Will Stewart at 230 Southern Cilver Foster were 
married
St. July 4 at her home. T
he serv-
Mrs. Pearl Scott returned ice was conducted b
y Rev. J.
D. Dale of Durant, Miss.
A 10-day Bible school close
d
last Friday at Walden Chapel
Methodist Church. The enroll-
ment was 110. Mrs. Mettle Mc.
Gee was supervisor. Rev. W.
home recently from Cleveland,
Ohio where she visited her
uncle, Joe Porter and other
reletives and friends.
• • •
Mrs. Evelyn Houston is at
home after a long rest in Chi-
cago. with friends.
Mrs. Margarette Coleman of
St. Louis, Mo. was a recent
visitor in the home of her per.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Clemmie
Patterson on Carson Street.
Funeral services for Mrs
Mary Smith were held at First
Baptist Church with the Rev.
J. M. Cunningham officiating.
Interment was in Mt. Olivet
tism service toaether with the '
Ent 5th Street Mitsionory 
TRUSSVILLE
Santini Church, Corinth, Miss. 
By L. R. Meyers
$85.75 was raised. Mr. and Mrs. Mose 
Bean. Jr.,
Among those sick in the and children made a
 short
Community Hospital in Corinth visi• with Mr. Bean's 
grand.
are Mrs. J. It McLeod. Ray mother. Mrs. Isabel Be
an, Pike
Whitmore, Johnnie Bailey,
Mrs. Ellener Freeman. Miss
Viola Dillworth, and Mrs.
Annie Ruth Walker.
Road, Ala., last week.
Mrs. Annie Harris worship-
ned Sunday in Springfield at
the Mt. Zion Baptist Church.
Rev. T. C. Williams is oastor.
Miss Doris Jean Hunter left
Stioday for a weekend visit
with her sister and brother-in-
law, Mr. and Mrs Calvin C01-1
vin of Midway. Va.
RFASFMr.R
By G. W. Ivey
Mrs. Geargia Chandler, who
receatly spent an enjoyable
vacation with her son and
daughter-in-law. Mr. and Mrs.
George W. rrankiin of 7155
Parnell, Chicago, has returned
to the city.
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne P. Boyd
are thr proud parents of a fine
6-pound, 6-ounce baby boy,
Wayne, Jr., born June 23, 1964.
M. Harper is pastor. in New Orle
ans. Mrs. Boyd
Those at home on tileir ye- and her baby are d
oing fine.
cations a..e Johnie Lee Mar- Mrs. Classic. Curlee 
of Cleve-
gen and family of Cleveland. lane
. Ohio, has spent a pleas-
0.. Mrs. Lucca] Lipsy and chil- ant thre"..‘-wee
k vacation with
dren of Milwaukee, Wisc., Mrs. her niece. Mrs. Annie
 Thomas
Alice Ruth Scott of Waterloo,iand other relatives 
and friends
Iowa, Corial Morgan and bro-iof the city.
ther Jermia and family of Get well wishes to
 the fol-
Jackson, Miss. _ lowing sick people: 
Howard
• • • 'Sanders; Clinton E. Lewis;
Little Linda Smith is visitinglim Wallace, a patient at 
Bes-
microw Public' Library
NEW ORLEANS -- Fifteen Negroes were arrest-
ed on Monday for attempting to use three branches
of the "white" public library in Monroe, La.
In each case a group of Negroes, all residents of
the Monroe area, requested library cards. When they
were refused they took seats!
and vowed to remain until a CORE.
They received some satisfac- Arrested at the West Mon-
lion to their request for library
cards. 
roe Branch were Robert Sauls-
Library officials called the; berry. 17, David Tr
ibble, 19,
police and requested the arrest!Joe Tribble, 17, an
d Willie
of the students. 1Mellion, 17. They
 are being
Within half an hour they4ield under $500 bon
ds.
were arrested on charges of I Arrested at the 
Anna Meyer
disturbing the peace or tres-I Branch were Wil
lie Thomas,
passing. The action was con-iI9, Bessie Dill, 
20, Diane Gor-




Larry Edwaids, 16. Arrested
at the main library were
Charles Presley, 26, Alice
Smith, 16, Jacqueline Smith,
14, Tommie Robinson, 10,
Marjorie Smith, 22, and Belva
Stewart, 13.
Those in the last two groups
are being held under $150
bonds.
Richard Haley, Associate
National Director of CORE,
said in Monroe, "This is •
complete illegality. The stu-
dents were model in their be-
havior and gave no reason
whatever for police action. It
is another glaring example—
and there are many—that the
La. Cafe Closes When city government of Monroe iscommitted to maintain racist
domination regardless of the
esters Arrive Constitution, regardless 
of the
 T..ii Mile are also men 
civil rights act, and regardless
,and Ricky Dale.
' 
• • • het, of the family. NEW ORLEA
NS—On Sat- tlic Schwegniann's I u 
n c h et. the ht"i"ights of the Mon-
roe Negro population."
r Daisy Jones comnlimented 
T1,ack you notes Lave beam urday a team o
f - two Negro icounters are also still
 segre-
lio ntece. Beverly Coleman at tteeet"
ed frorn Welts Ma. Dam. testers fror the New Orle
ansigated, Miss Castle said. Miss 
Earlier, on July 9, :even re-
a luncheon at Gaston's Lounge. 
by Cesar and Dr. L. S. Dswelre chapter of CORE (Congress of.C
astle announced that the 
groes were arrested for at-
Attc riding the Links Na- 
f, seeeteaies at the death of,Raciat Equality) found that the C
ORE chapter is planning 
1,, tempting to use the libraii.s
were Lucille Brewer. Bernice 




citisens of Monroe participat
-
in Monroe. On that day 88
tional Assembly in Nassau Mrs. Demby.
Barbara Shores. Willie Mae (mother of Leila 
Butler) who close than serve Negroes. 
buatctsi'll"
at restaurants, lunch coun
ters,
Laurie Forniss. Theodore and Host-eta); Mrs
. Lula Herron way, Metarie, would rather 
ad in a CORE testing program
and Laura Sterling Mayo and Rlisset 
who was at University market at 2701 Airline High- would not annou
nce the plans
Jones, Mary Hollins. Madeline roll and brok
e bones; Annie Immediately upon entering 
service stations and m
ovie
The Schwegmann test ig
part of a broad program of theatres'
Minnie Gaston. 
refused them service and or- 
testino public facilities which 
They were served at about
! The testing 
Davis, Laura Harriett Cole
- Hardaway: John Rummerfe: the restaurant, the two testeis
They grow larger each year: rim Blanch W.
 Lewis of dered the cafctei ia closed. 
lthe local CORE chapter is 
con. half the places they tested.
ducting to determine if the 
project is a partman, Rose Terry Brown and .liths Redden wh
o is at the
'Veterans Hosnital. 
were met by an employee who
th3 annual 4th of July birth- Wine hosier. Kentucky i
s the White customers standing in Kt hem, 
civil rights act is being obey- 
of the CORE summer program
day parties honoring A. G. "nest of Mrs. Patton, mothe
r line were told to leave the 
in Louisiana.
Gaston at his home. 
CORE has tested about CO
The youth Fellowship of 6th 
of Mrs. Alice P. Allen.
• • • 
cafeteria but those already facilities in New Orleans since ID y
!the signing of the civil rights1 on t Cut Corns,eating were allowed to finish.
avenue Baptist Church en- James Head of 
Detroit is The CORE testers were h,„ 
trained to Tennessee Statel.,,endinq the summer
 with the Oretha Castle, chairman of ."'"' 
They idle iireport that in
ston. Mrs. Bessie Harrison
 noosed
A.M.E. dignitaries came to .id was
 funeralized Thursday
town for the last rites of Ressie,Mourning her oa
saina are a
W. Pogue who reached the husba
nd. W. F. P. Harrison,
heights in the Connection.,three daughte
rs. Mrs. Mae
M • h • loss: theGri`fin. Mis. Doris
 Brown both
husband, Rev. W. R. Pogue. of Dayton. Ohio;
 Mrs. Eli,
two sisters, Willie Pogue and Colquic of B
irmingham. two
Lillie Dudley, an aunt, a niece, sons, Alvi
n Harrison of Los
and other relatives. Airlene Angeles, Calif
ornia. and Rich-
Mcbermott came down from ard Harrison of 
Birmingham,
nephew of L. C. Travis, visited Detroit for the funeral, two 
sisters, Mrs. Mae Mason
relatives here recently, as did J. B. Norman, Sr. is home o
f New York, and Mrs. Vivian
Richard Travis or Lexington, after matriculating in Cincin- Tallm
an of Youngstown, Ohio,
brother of L. C. Travis. nati 
one nephew, Bertran Griggs of
Pasadena, California, a n d
friends from Atlanta, Georgia.
Argie Sanders went up to
Cleveland for the wedding of
NEWBERN
By ARCHIE WOODS
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Ellis
and grandchildren visited in
Charleston. Mo., last Sunday.
Rev. and Mrs. M. E. Edding
and daughter, Miss Mary Ed-
ding, were the guests of Mrs
.
Sollie Kentle Sunday for din-
ner.
Mrs. ()feria Kineins and
daughter, Mirdie, left Satur-
day for their home in South
Bend after visiting with Mrs.
Birdie Williams, her niece,
and her brother, Ralph Doug-
las. Chollote Douglas accom-
panied them home.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Wil-
liam and children, Rhosha
and Thomas, Jr., spent the
weekend with Ralph Douglas
and Mrs. Gordon William.
Marshall Jennings and his
sister, Mrs. Mary Elisabeth
Jennings, and Mrs. Beatrice
Rucker went to Ma asfield,
Ohio Wednesday to visit with
their sister, Mrs. Dorothy B.
Jennings,
Mrs. Blalvice went on to
Fremont. Ohio, to get her
grandchildren, Mary Ella and
James. Rucker.
They also motored through
and made stops at Fremont
and Woodville, Ohio, return-
ing home Tuesday night with
their children, William Mar-
shall, Jr., Linell, Beatrice,.
Gloria, Birdie, Easter, and
Mary Elizabeth Jennings. ,
• • •
Miss Sandra Watson return-
ed home Saturday after spend-
ing her vacation in Chicago
and Milwapkee, Wis.
Mr. and Mrs. Nick Bostes
and Mrs. Loraine Earley from
—
settler General; Mrs. Carrie
Johnson; Andrew Frazier; and
Mrs. Fannie Forman.
Upsie. Mich., and Mrs. nell
Burner from Portsmouth.
Ohio, and John Henry Par-
ris and family from Milan
.
Tenn., visited with their cous-
sin and sister and mother, Mrs.
Tennie J ackson and Mrs.
Mary Brown runday.
On the sick list are Miss
Annie Williams, Mrs. Izola
Robinson and Emerson Roper.
Wilber Fizer is visiting.with
his children in Nashville,
Tenn.
t-
New Orleans CORE, and her
sister Doris Jean Castle. Miss
Oretha Castle said that two
tests had been done previous-
ly at the Schwegmanns on
Gentilly Blvd. in conjunction
with the Consumers League
and the NAACP Youth Coun-
cil.
Both times, she reported,
"Cool it baby," the leaflets
say. "The message has been
delivered."
The message the leaflets de-
liver to Negroes. in the vio-
lence torn Bedford-Stuyves-
ant slums of Brooklyn is that
the rioting of the past five days
has made its point on the
white community, and further
disorder could harm Negroes'
cause. The leaflets were die-
tributed by the Brooklyn chap-
ter of the NAACP.
The leaflet continues:
"We have been screaming
for jobs, decent schools, clean
houses, etc. for years. Some
folks just wouldn't listen.
"We've been telling them
that all hell was liable to
break loose unless Negroes saw
real progress. Some folks just
eases except Schwegmanns
Negroes were served.
Miss Castle said that service
at a few restaurants seemed
"intentionally unwelcoming"
and that these places will be
retested.
The CORE chairman said
she hopes Negroes will use the
newly opened facilities and
'Cool It Baby' NAACP
a uses, Warts
Use New Magic Rub Off
Thous.inJt cf suff  from laming corns.
calluses, common warts, report asonishing
Insults with an amazing new rub ril that
works painlessly a safely without danger of
Infection trots cutting, acids, or abrasives.
Secret is a wonder-working medicated
creme celled DERMA•SOFT that easea pain
and swelling while it softens and dissolve,
those tormenting hard to remove growths so
die dead tissue rubs off leaving skin softer
k silky smnoth. S., don't suffer needleesly.
Gin DERMA•5017 today at all drsiskallle
NATIONAL
rft
Warns Harlem Rioters '64 .1
NEW YORK — (U1)1) — wouldn't 
listen. Today every- o-1.-eniste 
Help Wa.1.41
body's listening withboth MA11114 — N. Y. to 565 wle. THAWS
ears. The message has been de- gent. Juba waiti
ng. M. & U. aaes..
livered. 
210 Post Ave., Westbury. N. Y.
"Now it's time to cool it and
let the message sink in. Folks
like Sen. Goldwater. Governor
Wallace of Alabama, the John
Birchers and the Extremists
are fixing 19 do us up and if
we don't play it smart will
give them the excuse they've
been looking for.
"While the message is sink-
ing in and they're figuring out
how to spread the good living
around—jobs, housing, educa-
tion, political equality — our
job is to get our people signed
up so that they can vote in
November.
"Otherwise we're dead and
so 'are our brothers down
south.
...And More Brainy Young Ladies Like These
Three girls enrolled as uppereiasemen in
architectural engineering at A. it. 
T. Col-
lege chat during a recent party given by
the Department. They are from left 
to
right, Misses: Frances iferhin, Greensbo-
ro: Sandra Echols, Niagara Falls, N. V.:
and Mena Pittman, hurkatoek, 
Va.
24—lhesierse OPPinlanHif
FOR SALE, FUNERAL CHAPEL
: IN
city of 100.000 eoritaatioa. 
Loon
quarters above chapel. Floral 
bulldln
ealkseent. Adequate panting 
facilities
Good business area. Priced 
reasonable
Writs JOHN F. CURTIS REAL
 ES
TATE. P.O. Boa 1433, Spring
field
Illinois.




Wonted to tell retail advertising I
the Memphis market. We Ply 25 Pe
cent and 30 per vent Contract Men
mission on the dollar.
THE %KW TRI.STATE nr.rrxior
231 S. YIELLINHTfre f4T.
MEMPHIS. TENNESSEE
314-31•11 Orden
BURN B. LUCKY NUMBER 
PRASE
Brand candle while preying ft
Pyourodr uebtsle,"roir.537"Ch5icatiro; 111 Lin011if
80690.










2400 S. MICHIGA17 AVE.
CHICAGO, ILL40616
91—Farrne • ACileffef
NOW VACANT. 20 ACRE FAR
New 4 rme. & bath home
motel type bldg. Other bldg., 55.5
$350 dn. Bal. $55 mo. Located I
miles E. of Bangor, Mich. FOr lilt
call Mt. Vernon. Iii. 242-2219 trr
A to 5 p.m. Ask for Mrs. McGhee.
100—Hasses Pew Sale, Swath
EXCLUSIVE HOME IN HYDE PA/





FIND u. • • 
NII/IACLE
PSAS hr ,sr.nr!en, 
for y
, Write Pieter Howard. 1
24
I Michigan. ChIctre. III.
nPECIAL 01'1F56 l 111,0.4 ARI
VI
Niiiney • W talons - DP:c0/0 -
-Nat give Site,' sin ge ray bala a
111,1 cermniv thtaig 
yew sa
& one:. dilly Bitil:,et 
Rev L plel
Brookhaven, N'S. Pr.: 511Ivvv
AT 5-111.11
WELCOME WEEKA------XXII
CITY - COUNTY . U.S. GOVERNMENT - MILITARY PERSONNEL ARE INVITED TO THE MIST DIMS
WITTED POR THE POCKET'S ALLOWANCE, ON OUR USED CAR PAGE - NOTES, DOWN PAYMENT, ETC.
NAT]
• THREE REASONS-WELCOME WEEK • USED ZAR SHOPPERS Earn lig Dividends, By Simply Following Up This Weekly Display at Bargains
Better Values To The Customers




EAST ACROSS FROM MAT
$95" Down & Notes Listed
PRICE NOTES
1961 Falcon Future S1095...$4881
Autom., R.H., W.S.W.
1961 Ford $1395. ..$63"
1960 Ford Fairlane  saes .. $39"
500 2 Or. 8 Cyl. R. H.,
1962 Falcon  $1395 $6306
4 Dr. Autom
1964 Ford Fairlane  S1195 • . .$5621
500, 2 Dr. H.T..
1960 Cher. Imp  $1395 $63"
$95.00 DOWN • NOTES
1963 Ford F. L. 500 
Red R. H. W. S.W.




190 Falcons  $46"
4 to Choose, Good Cond.
1962 Falcon Station 
F.M.T.C., R.N., N.S.W.




1962 Gal. 500  $1695 .. $4411
4 Dr. Sedan
1961 Ford Fairlane 500 $1195.
2 Dr., H.T.
1960 Cher. Biscayne  S-995.... $43"
2 Dr,, R.N., W.S.W.
1960 Falcon 2 Dr  S 795...$33"
F.M.T.C., R.H., W.S.W.
1963 XL, —2 Dr. H.T. $2395... $0000
$95.00 Down
1963 Ford Future 
 Notes $5251
1961 Ford H.T $1395. . .56300
NO DOWN PAYMENT'
LOOK LOOK






1954 Ford  $150
1953 Ford $115
2 Door
Custom 300, 4 Dr., 8 Cyl.






Factory trained FORD mechsnles
OAKLEY EAST
2255 LAMAR GL 2-6291
"Across From Katz"




1963 Pont. Bonneville  $3295
4 Dr. H.T., Fact. air New Car
Warranty.
1963 Olds. Convt. II H
Full Power. R.H., Autom, Air.
lie • $3195.
1963 Olds, Station Wagon 
Super 88, RM., Autom. Air, Low
Micas, New Car Warranty
1962 Chev. Wagon  $1995
R. H. Autom. Full Power Air.
1963 TR 4 Triumph  . $2195
R. H., Cony?.
1961 Ford 2 Dr., R. H., .   • $995
" Straight Drive
1959 Pont. 4 Dr., Sedan  $995
R. H Autom. P.S.B.
1960 Ford Fairlane  $995
500 R.H., Autom, P.B.S.
1962 Pont. Cat. 4 Dr. 
Sedan, R.H., Autom, Air 
$1995
1963 F-85 4 Dr. Sedan  $2095
Fact. Air., New Car Warranty
1956 Olds. 4 Dr. Sedan  ...,...... $395
1963 Olds. Custom Cpe. 
Drive Like Nevi .. SAVE ...SAVE ....
SAVE
1960 Olds. Convt    $1495
R. H., Autom. P.S.B.
1960 Olds. 88  $1295
4 Dr., Sedan R,H., Autom. P.S,B.
1962 Olds. 88 4 Dr  $2095
Autom., R. H. Factory Air
1959 Chev. Belair   • $995
4 Dr., Autem., R. H.
1962 Olds. F-85  $1695
2 Dr. Sedan Autom., R.H., W.S.W.
1959 Olds. 88 4 Dr  $995
Autom. R.N., P.S.B., Air Cond.
FREE 011..
r; As Long As You Own Ihe Car!
Russell Reeves
OLDSMOBILE
96:1 1. Dion BR 154613




These and Many More MUST do Sold
1961 CAD. $2695
Sed. Dev. Ful Power & Fact. Air-Cond., This one
will suit you.
1961 BUICK $1695
LESABRE, 4 Dr., H,T., Full Power Fact. Air-Cond.
Real Sharp.
1960 BUICK $1395
LESABRE, Convt. White V//Red Interior, Has most
Buick Extras. Real Clean.
1962 BUICK $2595
ELECT. 225 4 Dr., H.T., Has Full Power, Fact.
Air., Real Sharp
1960 BUICK $1495
ELECT. 2 Dr., H.T., Full Power Fact. Air-Dond.
Ready To Go.
1961 CHEV. $1595
IMP 2 Dr., H.T., Red & White V-8 Power Glide
Sharp.
)l-**********-A-*****
LOOK' LOOK LOOK LOOK
W. have overstocked with used sport cars!
'63 Sprite Rdstr. Only $1295
1961 CHEV. $1595
IMP. 4 Dr., H.T. Loaded with Extras. Clean
1960 OLDS. $1295
2 Dr., H.T., Full Power, Has Goodies, Sharp.
1960 FORD




Super 88, 4 Dr., Full Power Fact. Air Cond. Many
More Extras, Sharp
1960 CHEV. $1295
IMP. Convt., V-3, P.C., R.H., WSW, Double Sharp
1963 RAMBLER $1295
AMERICAN, 4 Pr. Sedan, This Car Like New.
Low Miles
$495° Down
We own our own finance co. No reOsonable deal
turned down. Ride in 10 minufes1 -
'59 BUICK $1095
ti.Wr• !r T
'57 CHEV  S 795
"511 OLDS  S 695
'57 CHIV Air Cond I 695
'59 OLDS 2-Dr H.T. 51095
'59 Pm 2-Dr Hi. S 795
'59 PONT. . .$1095
w 4 .
1,1,1 mi.
54 CHEV  S 695
•57 CAD  S 095
'511 IMP C9E • •  S 795
'51I BUICK  S 695
60 PLY Sfe•Wass  S 795

















also nor, full, including S•spaint
tranerninalon.
'63 RAMBLER $1495
4-door riA transnilsninn, rani* And
Extra nice.
'62 FORD $1395
F'", ,‘ hceicr. One ownnr.
'62 CHEVROLET ...$1745
4-d V! rnionrnurie, fac.tnry sir
con.1:iioncd, and hrat•r.
'62 CHEVROLET ...$1395




Fe: A, roc.rg An, radio, licainr.
'61 CHEVROLET ...$1345
Tini Air 4,1nnr. Fn. r; ;;I:.11. rank. snit
heater.
'61 CORVAIR $795








5 ACRES OF CARS
TO CHOOSE
'60 CHEVROLET ...$1095
1,- A \ n•r.
•
'59 CHEVROLET ... .$895




Ip•r r ban!' r.
'58 FORD -$645
'58 CHEVROLET $675
'58 CHEVROLET .  $695
S!‘tIon pl=•PrIF.,r.
'57 CHEVROLET ....$695
FiatInn I,: -11. 1.2 ..^. I •At.r.
'57 CHEVROLET ... .$795
'63 CHEVROLET ...$1895
.-ion vus, rinn.nrihcle. curtnm.





'62 CHEVROLET ... $1395
t'n 1, mg ii,•1 base.
'62 CHEVROLET ... $1295
la-tnn pickup.




Kway 51 N. at Nary ltd.
MILLINGTON
872.3302
































SATURDAY, AUGUST 1, 1964
• •
• •
78th Anniversary of Avon was observed here recently dur-
ing a Coronation of representatives as the 1964 King and
Queens. The crowning took place at the Sarah Brown
Branch YWCA. The king and queens were selected on
bash of highest sales and increase of sales. Seated let t-
right are; Mrs. Mildred Harrison of 70 Armstrong Rd.;
Mrs. Annie Black, 154 Modder; Rev. James Roders. 1722
blajorie St.; Mrs. Corine Wallace, 1062 Arnold Place:
Mrs. Bessie Jones, 3363 Rochester Rd. Standing • Mrs.
Mary Reynolds. 393 Crump Blvd.; Mrs. Rosa L. Kelsey.
1743 Rile St.: Mrs. L. K. Boykin, city manager of Avon
Georgia KKK Endorses
Barry For Presidency
ATLANTA — (UPI) — Geor-
gia Ku Klux Klasn leader Cal.
yin Craig analyzed the coming
Presidential campaign as a bat-
tle between "Americanism vs.
Socialism," and said his group
would support Republican nomi-
nee Barry Goldwater.
"I think the people will have
an opportunity in November to
vote on a right they should
have had 10 years ago," be
said. He explained the right
was to decide "whether they
accept States Rights and Con-
stitutional Government or a con
,tinued path toward Socialism."
He said he thought the riotinC
in New York had helped Gold-
water "more than anything
could."
Craig, a Grand Dragon of the
Georgia Klan claimed "there
is no organization in 
existencein America today that has ex.
posed Communism ony more
thoroughly than the Klan.
"I analyze the Presidential,




Area 654: Mrs. Althera Thompson. 469 Hazelwood St.;
Mrs. IdeIla CooPer, 1522 Doris St. Seated in front Is Lydia
C. Boykins. crown bearer. Photo by Ernest Withers) .
Phone. , ...... Air Conditioned
DINE AT
The Black Hut
Specializing in Home Cooked Meals
STEAKS - CHOPS - SEA FOODS
BARBECUE - BREAKFAST
ALL KINDS of DRINKS
Open 6 a. in. Close 1 a. in.
OWNERS












*CURRY ROACH IN LEAD
Curry Roach




519 VANCE AVE. 527-7742
COMPLETE ::::AUTY SERVICE
Manicuring and Facials ter MEN and WOMEN
PERMANENTS "SPECIAL"
WAS $16.50 NOW $12.50
With Th• Pric• of sPermanent
• Hair Styling • Cend,rionin, • Hair Cut • FREE
"Specializing in Setting Wig*"
W• hov• vac. for Beauty Operater•Paid Commission & Beath Rented





AN OPEN LETTER TO ALL CITIZENS
OF MEMPHIS AND SHELBY COUNTY
I am a candidate for election as Judge of Division 8 of the
Circuit Court of this County. I solicit your support and vote. I
am a graduate of the University of Virginia Law School and have
practiced law in Memphis for the last sixteen years. I have
served as Assistant City Attorney since 1960.
pledge to administer justice to all regardless of race,
creed or national origin, and every person, before me, will receive
fair and equal treatment.
As a practicing attorney, I have favored and supported the
admission of all qualified lawyers to membership in our local Bar
Association regardless of race, creed or national origin; and I still
support such action as being just and fair.
Respectfully submitted,




The work in the office of
Clerk of General Sessions Court
is big, said Curry Roach, a can-
didate for that office, when he
opened his campaign headquar-
ters at Midtown Holiday Inn,
1362 Union Ave., Monday eve-
ning.
Roach, a former deputy as-
signed to General Sessions Court,
Paid:
"My experience in government
coupled with my familiarity with
the activities of the clerk's of-
fice will equip me to render an
honest, efficient and courteous
service to all citizens of Shelby
County," said Roach.
Continuing, Roach declared,
"There are some reforms which
need to be made in the General
Sessions Court Clerk's office to
provide increased efficiency and
harmony of operation. I plan, If
elected, to upgrade wherever
possible all procedures followed
In this office."
"I would also like to see a law
passed which would require that
pleadings be filed in duplicate
in the General Sessions Courts
as well as courts of record."
Concluding, Roach said, "If
elected, it is my plan to form an
advisory committee of 12 or
more lawyers to meet with me
periodically to recommend ways
that we can improve the serv-
ices of this office and make it
work more harmoniously and ef-
ficiently."
Roach added, "The Clerk of
General Sessions Courts assists
the tour judges of these courts
in the administration of justice.
There are more law suits filed
in General Sessions Courts each
year than all of the other Courts
in Shelby County combined. Last
year more than 34,000 civil cases
and 10.000 criminal cases were
filed in them courts and the
number is increasing every year.
"The work of this office is big
business—important to the citi-
zens of this county. Last year a
total of $217,841 was collected in
clerk's fees alone. An additional
6198,838 was paid In for sheriff's
fees and commissions.
"The person who determines
the policy of this office and who
administers its work should be
an individual who is capable of
carrying this heavy responsibil-
ity and is a political independent
not beholden to one isolated
political subdivision of this coun-
ty." said Roach.
Roach's qualifying petition
contains an impressive list of
VIP signatures, including City
Commissioners Lane, Sisson and
Moore, County Commissioners
Jordan and Ramsay, former
Mayor Orgill, Carl Carson, and
two past president of the Chi-
zen's Association, J. Thurston
Roach and Dr. Henry Gotten,
and former City Commissioner.
Bill Farris and Howard Van
Eaton, past president of Frayser
°Moil of Civic Clubs.
CurryRoachSteps
Up His Campaign
Curry Roach, former deputy
lissigned to General Sessions
Court, opened his campaign last
week for clerk of General Ses-
sions Court.
"My experience In government
coupled with my familiarity with
the activities of the clerk's of-
fice will equip me to render an
honeat, efficient and courteous
service to all citizens of Shelby
County," said Roach.
Continuing Mr. Roach declared,
'There are some reforms which
need to be made in the General
Sessions Court Clerk's office to
provide increased efficiency and
harmony of operation. I plan, If
elected, to upgrade wherever
possible all procedures followed
in this office."
Roach's qualifying petition
contains an impressive list of
VIP signatures, including City
Commissioners Lane, Siuon and
Moore, County Commissioners
Jordan and Ramsey, former
Mayor Orgill, Carl Carson, and
two past presidents of the Citi-
zen's Association, J. Thurston
Roach and Dr. Henry Gotten,
and former City Commissioner
Bill Farris and Howard Van
Eaton, past president of Frayser
Council of civic clubs.
Curry Roach Opens
Campaign Headquarters
curry Roach, turmo. deputy* -
assigned to General Sessions
Court, opened his campaign last
week for clerk of General Ses-
sions Court to a crowd which
overflowed the auditorium and
the Mid-Town Holiday Inn on
Union Avenue.
"My experience in govern-
ment coupled with my familiar-
ity with the activities of the
clerks office will equip me to
render an honest, efficient and
courteous service to all citizens
of Shelby County," said Roach.
• Continuing, Mr. Roach de-
clared, "There are some reforms
which need to be made in the
General Sessions Court Clerk's
office to provide increased ef-
ficiency and harmony of opera-
tion. I plan, if elected, to up-
grade wherever possible all pro-
cedures followed in this office."
Mr. Roach added, "If elected,
it is my plan to form an ad-
visory committee of twelve or
more lawyers to meet with mc
periodically to ecommend ways
that we can improve the serv-
ices of this office and make it
work more harmoniously and
efficiently. The Clerk of Gen-
eral Sessions Courts assists the'
Curry Roach, candidate for clerk of General Sessions Court,
in his opening campaign speech before about 300 at Mid-Town
Holiday Inn, said, if elected, he plans to form an advisory com-
mittee of 12 or more lawyers who practice frequently in Sessions




Curry B. Roach, Fraysei civic
le.ider of 3150 Scenic Highway,
opened campaign headquarters this
week in his bid for the office of
General Sessions Court Clerk.
Pledging to run the office as a
"political independent not behold-
ing to one isolated political sub-
division of this county," the can-
didate said his experience would
enable him to render honest, ef-
ficient and courteous service to
the people.
Mr. Roach, division superintend-
ent in the Public Works Depart-
ment, said if elected he would
form an advisory commute of 12





Curry Roach, candidate for Clerk
of General Sessions Court, has
named Louis RagghLinti as chair-
man of his finance committee.
• Mr. Raianti, 45, is the owner
of Frayser-Mrive-In-Grocery, mar-
ried and the father of five chil-
dren. He lives at 1609 Jay Cove.
He is past state commander of the
Veterans of Foreign Wars and has
been an active civic and com-
munity leader who has served as
an officer of several organizations
and clubs. He and his family at-
tend "Our Lady of Sorrows,"
Catholic Church in Frayser.
four judges of these courts in
the administration of justice.
There arc more law suits filed
in General Sessions Courts each
year than all of the other Courts
in Shelby County combined.
Last year more than 34,000
civil cases and 10,000.criminaI
cases were filed in these courts
and the number is increasing
every year.
"The work of this office le
big business—important to the
citizens of this county. Last year
a total of $217,841.58 was col-
lected in clerk's fees alone. An
additional $198,838.90 was paid
in for Sheriffs fees and com-
missions.
"It is clear, therefore, that the
person whc determines the pot.
icy of this office and who ad.
ministers its work should be an
individual who is capable ol
carrying this heavy responsibil-
ity and is a political independent
not beholden to one isolated
political subdivision of this
county."
Roach's qualifying petition
contains an impressive list of
VIP signatures, including City
Commissioners Lane, Sisson and
Moore, County Commissioned
Jordan and Ramsay, former
Mayor Orgill, Carl Carson, and
two past presidents of the Citi-
zens' Association. J. Thurston
Roach and Dr. Henry Gotten,




Sessions Court Clerk ...
Civic leader Curry B. Roach, '48,4 
has announced his candidacy for
the office of General Sessions
Court Clerk, to be decided in the
August 6 County General election.
Roach. who is seeking the post
as an independent candidate, has
been employed as Division Super-
intendent in the Public Works De-
partment the past four and a
half years.
Before holding this position he
was Deputy assigned to the Gen-
Tral Sessions Courts four_years, a
aminess agent for the Firestone
Workers Union Local and • re-
corder at the Firestone Tire and
RuAbbefor Cnneormpany.
president of the Fray-
ser Civic Club, he is also a mem-
ber of the Citizens Association.
He was • member of the Pete
Sisson for Commissioner Campaign
Committee and served on promo-
tion committees for Bill Farris in
his campaigns for the city com-
mission and the governor's seat.
He was also active in former State
Senator Lewis Taliaferro's cam-
paign.
"During the four years I worked
as the Deputy assigned to the Gen-
eral Sessions Courts I gained a
thorough knowledge of how the
work of the General Sessions
Clerk's office • was administered
and came to know personally the
lawyers who practice in these
courts.' said Mr. Roach in his an-
•
Curry B. Roach
"My experience in government
coupled with my familiarity with
the activities of the clerk's office
will equip me to render an honest.
efficient and courteous service to
all citizens of Shelby County," said
Roach.
Mr. and Mrs. Roach, the former
Madeline Hewlett, live at 3150
Scenic Highway, and they are
members of the Frame Baptist.
Church.
Concluding his announcement,
Roach said, "Having worked for
independent candidates in the
cause of good government, I real-
ize the importance of being free
of political control in order to
serve impartially for the best in-
nouncemen t. ter est of everyone."
A Vote For Curry Roach
Is A Vote For Good Government
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1 KAP A LOT TO UVE °mew —OH, NOT
THAT I WAS A WRONIVOIR. WITS THE
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Chicago Bears, shocked by the deaths of fleet half-
eeki
back Willie Galimore and end Johin Farrington in key Mantle.
an auto crash as they hurried to beat a curfew of For Rowena, alter hitting a
ter a golf outing. .. lab , Fla. Farrington'el
IGalimore, spindly-legged open-1 Notified of the accident 
late'pregnant bride of (Our months
field runner, and Arrington, Sunda 
,who received the news at home'
rangy pass receiver who never 
y night, he went to Jas. In Houston, Tex., arAved it'
quite lived at, to his promised per cLunty Hospital to identify'Ehleago Monday to prepare tol
potential, were killed when Gal. the bodies and assumed the s body ship.have her husband 
iPpm', little Volkswaget, ran burden of notifying Mrs. Gan. pod home for burial.
out of control and overturned more and Mrs. Farrington by The sudden loss threw the'
on a lonely country road, telephone of thAr husbands. Bear camp on the St. Joseph'si
Funeral arrangements for deaths. 
!College campLs into grief and
gloom.Galimore pended the arrival of Some of the coaches andl .'Galimore and FarringtonGalimore's widow, Audrey, wbo Players heard the news shortly,were both extremely populartarried here by plan.! and suto+ifter the accident. Many others
mobile from their 'aome in Ta1.4ot the word when they pith,
0 with the other boys," a Bear ered for breakfast.spokesman said. -We a" shock' IIIII11011111111111111116111111116111111111111111111i111111111:cd and grieved."
For George Hales, 69-year-old i DEFENDER Exclusive
"Papa Bear" who is head coachl
and close friend of the Bear 1111111111111111111111111hiiiinuniuni1111000111111111111
players, it was "a shocking ex-, gue lead. the Baltimore out-





32 Years At Same Location
WE STAND BEHIND OUR
USED CARS
O.P. Donald Motors Co.
426 Union A% e. 526.1840
32 YEARS ON THE HILL
even to Tony miss and Mic-
By ARNOLD ROSENZWEIG
Two rookies and • castoff, in three surprise de-
velopments, are turning the Major Leagues upside
down this year, and reshaping the pennant races.
And two of them appear to make the vital dif-
ference between first division rank for their clubs
and t h e League pennant.
Take rookie Sam Bowens of swinging a thunderous
the Orioles, for example. in the weeks afterward to
With the Orioles in a wild his batting average by
scramble for American Lea- —
so-so 255 up until the early








Fashioned Personally Just For You
By Our Wig Experts
NO MONIY DOWN
CREDIT NO PROBLEM • MONTHS TO PAY
Instant Glamour For The Woman On The Go
ALL SHADES & STYLES
Ready For Immediate Delivery
FREE HOME DEMONSTRATION






• few 111Orc home runs " he said
"I'm haying a Ilute trouble
elth the pitchers. I know
uhat Ores 're trying to du to
me. Once they get ahead on
the count, they pitch me high
and inside and I swing."
Pennant Races s it, .s little' idl buthe's learning :lovvens coes swinga lit a to laywioff7.thosehigh and inside pitches anc hit
the ones he %ants.
Result. Bowers has advam
ced from a poor spring train-
ing to an attention.coinmand-
ing hitting streak in a mid-
summer up-surge which sur-
prisec everyone, Including him•
10 points.
• • •
And Bowens' powerhouse hit-
ting is just what the Orioles
need to take the League lead
away from those pennant.hog.
ging Yankees.
but nowens, in true profes-
sional fashion, le not so im-
pressec by his batting skill.
"I expected to have more
RBIs and I ought to have a
WILLIE GALIMORE
• • •
Another rookie who's awn
Lu make or break his tean
with his midsummer hittin
streak IS Jim Ray Hart of th
San Francisco Giants.
The Giants, like the Orioles
(as of this writing) are onk
a halflame out of first Pine
in their respective Leagues.
And Giants wftl stay out at thi
top, thanks to Me sudden
rash of hits of rookie third
baseman Hart and the time
ly hitting of Willie Mays,
HELPS U.S. TOP RUSS ATHLETES
Ira Davis of Philadelphia, Pa., wins the triple Jump with an
American record leap of 53 feet, it inches at the Coliseum
in Los Angeles during the ('NA.-Russia dual track and
field meet. This is the first time an American has defeated
a Russian In major competition in this event.—(LJPI Tele-
photo)
NrW IA 42) IIL '11 C)j A c KN2pRulLHt‘;ESLAINDD E
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1217 BILLIVUI n•ar McLIMORI
811 So. HIGHLAND at DOUGLASS
3543 SUMMER at HIGHLAND
POPLAR at CLEVELAND





Mr. and Mrs. Property Owner and Voters
. Re-Elect GEORGE C. LaMANNA Assessor
A MAN OF PROVEN ABILITY INTEGRITY AND EFFICIENCY







LaManna was instrumental in
having the 1959 legislature
abolish the personalty tax

















Yes, He Is Qualified
Taught Bookkeeping and Accounting in a Business School
Graduated from Cumberland University Low School, Lebanon Tennessee
Practiced Low in M•mphis for Thirty Years
Former Assistant Attorney General
Served as Special Judge in G•n•ral Sessions Courts
Attended University of Tens..... (Real Estate Cosset)
Experienced in the Practice of it•al Estate
Former ,Real Estate Broker
Four (4) YOOIS of Progr•ss as Shelby County Assessor
Post President of Tenn sssss Association of A ins' Oficial' (S•rved three (3) Years)
State Chairman of the International Assoc./f,nn of A
Author of "The A mint Process."
17 on your voting machine
14 Officials (Served four (4) Years)
Platform That Is Sound and Good
for All the People
(1) To Continue With our Established Policy of Serving all the People with Efficiency. Integrity • Courtisy
(2) To Maintain Equalization of A merits
  All Properties at 50% of the Actual Cash Volu.
(34) T o A Continue with our Established Policy of Sending a Notice to the Taxpayer in the event the A 
mint is Increased, and Inform him in Advance of what the A mint is before he receives a Tax State-ment. If the Taxpayer Disagrees with the A went, he than can come to the Office for a Conferenceand Adlustment.
(5) To Continue with our Policy that - The Assessor's Office Belongs to the People - Not to any Particu-lar Group of Political Party.
"YOU ECONOMIZE .. WHEN YOU EQUALIZE"
Re-Elect GEORGE C. LaMANNA Assessor
(Paid For By friends Of Gooier! C. Lehlenna For A 
Sgl•




AT SOUTHLAND GREYHOUND PARK
Mutual's ore a vital port of the operation of Southland Greyhound Pork. Efficient and
courteous employee's are a must in this deportment. The above group req,resents the
trock's finest. From L to R are: M. Lane, C. Carruthers, Issas Mormon, W. Bolton,
Ernest Dorsey, Donald Horton, Howard Kayto, Sam Montgomery, Jack Eubanks, Bennie
Williams and Sam Woods.
Food is an important item at any business for entertainment. Southland is fortunate
to have good food and an excellent staff of waiters to dispense it. Pictured above from
left to right are: Earl Cross, Billy Hooper, Billy Quinn, Willis Warren, Marvin Bell,
Lawrence Blackmon, Donald Douglas, James Jockson, Riley Brossel, Lorry Woodson,






rffIle Ay*Fr"47,,r a- • Atio:*to
Southland's security guards go about their duties in a quiet, effective manner and
keep the track a quiet, safe place in which to enjoy a night of wholesome relaxation.
Shown above left to right arc Henry Mabry, James Williams, Houston Thomas, Lee
Switzer, Freddie Jones and Carrell Jackson.
Above are Southland's •fficient and courteous concession workers. Shown from left
to right ore: Cora Sonses, Alice Hardin, Eddie Mae Lewis, Dorothy Jordon, Ermo Jones,
Pauline Gammon, Verna Sanders, Lillie Mae Williams, Vernice Smith, Lois Robinson,
Maggie Spencer, Irene Felix and Ora Lee Thomas.
Without o good start, each race could not be It, successfully This is the tes
porisi
bility of head starter George Leonard, right, and his assistant George 
Mangum, left.
zitA-'
Pictured obeyer are rnolowtitose sup•rvisors James Landrum, left, and Sh
elly Hardy,
right. These men, under track supervisor Judd Rosie°, or• 
responsible for the up•ke•p
and maintenance of Southland's *Mire facilities. Othor 
maintenance employee's ore:
L to R bottom row: Grant Robinson, Joe Tolbert, Jones Clerk, Earl B
ett•lity, Burley
Tolbert, Ivory Wilburn, and Oscar Banks. L to R top row: 
Colvin Thomas, John Henry




CENTER - AIDS ECONOMY WITH JOBS.
Southland Greyhound Park Is more than just a race
track, It is a business which offers gainful employment
to hundreds of mid-southerners, adds valuable revenue
to the economy through purchases of goods and utiliza-
tion of local services.
As this page indicates, Southland Greyhound Park
otters a variety of job opportunities and places its
employee's in positions according to where the need
occurs and their ability to. fill these needs. The man-
agement of Southland is proud of its many capable em-
ployee's. They perform their assigned duties well and
without fan-fare each night of racing.
Southland Racing Corporation, this year, is cent-
pleting:its 9th full season of operation under capable
leadership of its president, Mr. Charles J. Upton, and
general manager. Mr. Bernard Riley. The track is en-
joying its biggest season. This year the Big Q was
Introduced to Mid-South racing fans. There have been
$5,000 payoffs and this, of course has created a sensa-
tional response and added a new dimension to the
races at Southland Greyhound Park. The track is
located in West Memphis, Arkansas on Inter-state 55,
only ten minutes from downtown Memphis. Post time is
8:00 P.M. nightly and there is a matinee on Saturday
at 1:110 P.M. Make your plans to see such outstanding
stars as "Friendly Fred", "Chief Qualla", "June Ann",
"Rocket Out", "Red Branch", and "Mar Hankie. These
and other exciting greyhounds provide thrills galore at
Southland Greyhound Park.
Cleanliness is a must in the successful operation of
any establishment. Southland is fortunate in having a
thorough and efficient staff headed by, L to R: Alice
Sanders, Mildred Hill and Ethel Coleman.
C. J. Upton Sr. B. Riley
President Gen. Mgr.
Ruth Wynn, left and Glydl• M. Patton, right or•
cashiers' who greet you each night that you purchase

























































































The personable Jackie Rob-
inson was spectacular in all
his endeavors during hie tit11-
ietic years at UCLA an a bas-
ketball and football player.
Most of us remember those
history making campaigns
with the Dodgers when the
flatbushers were located in
Brooklyn. From all indications
the competitive, sometimes
controversial figure, has lost
none of the vim and vitality
that made him one of the Nit-
Alai League's most exciting
Wfticipants.
Today, retired from the dia-
mond a few years short of
a decade, the successful Rob-
inson is active in politics and
has played a prominent role
in the civil rights movement.
Jackie recently resigned from
his executive position with
Chock-Full-Of-Nuts to enter
the insurance business. The
Robinson household in Con-
necticut enjoyed the fruits of
a $50,000 salary. A person who
strives on a busy schedule,
Jackie also writes a syndi-




At the Republican conven-
tion in San Francisco the GOP
showed their discontent for
e leadership and money
ished them so many years
Easterners. Eastern hope-
fuls who worked so hard to
keep this prevailing pattern
found their stock practically
worthless as Senator Barry
Goldwater romped to an over-
whelming victory on the first
Know Your Negro History
Negroes in Illinois had to
produce a certificate of free-
dom in the early 19th Century
or face nailing, hiring out as





ballot in the Cow Palace.
Goldwater's smashing nom-
ination triumph which quali-
fies him to carry the party
banner in the Presidential
election in November was
compared by San Franciscans
with the way Wilt "The Stilt"
Chamberlain dominated most
of his opponents last winter
on the hardwood in the same
arena with the NBA Warriors.
Robinson, a worker for
Pennsylvania Governor Bill
Scranton's forces, was among
the first to bitterly lash out
against the Arizona Congress-
man. Interviewed on the con-
vention floor Jackie stated it
would be dangerous to elect
a man like Goldwater to the
White House after he had cast
a dissenting vote on the Civil
Rights Bill. How can you feel
secure that Goldwater, if
elected this fall could honest-
ly order the 'enforcement of
the Civil Rights Bill when he
has said it is in part- uncon-
stitutional?
The former Dodgers great,
about two-thirds gray, ap-
peared in the best of shape




Never a conservative at
speaking his mind or getting
things off his chest Jackie
was the subject of some criti-
cism early in the baseball sea-
son when he was quoted as
remarking, "Casey Stengel, at
77 years of age, was too old
to manage a Major League
taem." The statement didn't
touch off an open clash with
the New York Mets skipper,
however, the loquacious vet-
eran had a ready reply. Ole
Casey, an eminent figure as
prophet, was equal to the oc-
casion. "Jackie is just full of
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flashing their Eagle Scout badges for Dr. W. S. Davis,
President of Tennessee Adil State university at Nashville
following a Scout ceremony recently are Eagle Scouts Deli
Crowder, Paul T. Coffee and Charles B. Fancher. Their
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Dell A. Crowder, Sr., Mr. and
Mrs. C. J. Coffee and Dr. and Mrs Charles B. Feneher.
SCOUT' RANK
The boys had won 21 previous achievement badges. Their
scoutmaster of Troop No. 279 is James W. Hose, Jr., a
TSU chemistry teacher and son Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Hose.
Sr.. of 1375 S. Parkway east. The Crowder. are former
Memphlans. (Clanton III Photo).
Humboldt News
FOUND BLOCK CLUB group on the purpose of the
The residents of 13th and organization, and some of the
Cotton Streets met in the, benefits that could be derived.
home of Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Discussions followed and fi-
Mathis for the organization m
a "Block Club." The idea had
been in the making for some
time, and it found the resi-
dents eager to participate.
Rev. Mathis acted as organ-
izer, after having briefed the
nally proceeded to elect as
board of directors Hessie
Wardlow, William M. Dennis,
Percy Stigall and Rev. Math-
its.
Officers are Percy Stigall,
president; William Dennis,
The Bird that rules
the bourbon roost
OLD C rOW
The greatest name in bourbon




























INTERSTATE 55 WEST MEMPHIS ARKANSAS
Big Q — 10th & 11th Races
vice president; Mrs.' Mary
Dennis. secretary; Mrs. Aud-
rey Wardlow, corresponding
secretary; Mrs. Mary Stigall,
treasurer; Richard Cole, Hen-
ry Clink, Mrs. Bessie Taylor
and Mrs, Mary Trigg, social
committee, and Rev. Mathis,
chaplain.
The club will be known as
the 13th and Cotton Streets
Block club.
PRIMARY PICNIC
The primary Sunday School
class of Morning Star went
on a picnic to Humboldt Lake.
The children were thrilled.
Mrs. Luria Lyons is the in-
structor.
Rev. Mathis,
Just 2 Mos, Till Southern
Gridders Tackle Grambling
leans, Oct. 3; Arkansas A 11 avJackson, Miss, respectively last
N at Pine Bluff, Ark., Oct. 10;
AltOrn College at Lotman,
Miss., Oct. 24; Tennessee State
University at Nashville, Tenn.,
Oct. 31; and Prairie View Col-
lege at Prairie View, Tex.,
Nov. M.
BATON ROUGE, La.—South.
ern University's football Jag-
uars will play four games at
home during the 1904 season.
The opener of the home slate
le Sept. 25 at 7:30 p.m, when
the Jaguars match thrusts with
arch-rival Grambling College, a
game which annually out-draws
any other small college game in
the nation.
Southern will host Jackson
State College here Oct. 17, also Claim 4 Whites
season.
The Jaguars Will Play Hui first
home afternoon same 01 th•
season Nov. 7 when they face
Wiley College here. This game
is WSW- 113 the annual High
School Band Day.
Soldiers will play Its final
game of Ike season Nov. 14,





then In other road 
soo Galve t n, Tex.,
Dillard University in New Or.
a night contest, and the tradi-
tional homecoming tilt.
Oddly enough, Southern re-
corded one-point victories over
both Grambling College and
McDore, long time resident of
Humboldt, was held at St.
James Baptist church with
Rev. J. T. Freeman officiating.
He leaves a wife, Mrs. Lola
McDore; two sisters, Mrs. Es-
sic Conley of this city and
Mrs. Ella Garrett of Mem-
phis, who attended the fu-
neral with her three children.
A cousin from Detroit, Wil-
liam Conley, also came for
the services.
Mr. McDore was a loyal
member of St. James, and had
worked for the city of Hum-
boldt for some years. He pass-
Mrs. Mathis ed at St. Mary's Hospital fel-
and Mr. Robert 'Carr carried lowing a stroke.
a group of young people to the
State Congress, held in Mem-
phis at St, John Baptist
church and Owen College. The
church also worshipped with
Rev. C. F, Ferrell and his
congregation at Luray.
Miss Effie Jean Simmons of
Bells, Tenn., was married to
Robert Mitchell at the Church
of God in Christ at Bells.
Humboltans attending were
Mrs. Claud Jones and daugh-
ter, Claudette, Mrs. Ardella
Coe and Beverly Landis.
IdeDORE RITES
The funeral of Mr. Walter
Killed In Congo
LEOPOLDVILLE, The Congo
— (UPI) — Communist-backed
rebels in Maoism* Pervince
were reported to have killed four
Belgians in Kindu. Europeans
in other areas of the revolt-torn
Eastern Congo expressed fears
for their lives.
They were the first whites
reported killed in the three-
month rebellion in the Eastern
Congo. The reports said that
Kindu Rebel leader Louis Di-
ens.' appealed to about 70
whites still in the town to re-
main there and work. He said
he would guarantee their safety.
Most of the whites in Zindu
are Portuguese and Greek trad-
ers. White women and children
were removed before the village
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Viceroy's got the Deep-Weave Filter
for the taste that's right!
Viceroy is scientifically made
to taste the way you'd like a
filter cigarette to taste.
Not too strong ...not too light...
Viceroy's got the taste that's right.
SMOKE ALL 7
Smoke all seven filter brands
and you'll agree: some taste
too strong ... while other*
taste too light. But Viceroy—
with the Deep-Weave Filter—
tastes the way you'd likes Moir
cigarette to taste. That's right!,
PLAYGROUND
Seen here with 18 of her young charges on
the playground of Patteison High school
is Miss Vickie Mitchell, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Tommie L. Mitchell of 4933 Wil-
liam Arnold rd. Players in the area include
SUPERVISOR
several of her brothers and sisters. MISS
Mitchell is a student at Memphis State
university and win be a sophomore there
this fall.
VACATION TIME
Getting in a game of paddle tennis at the
Playground on the campus of T. W. Pat-
terson High school in White Station are
Garry Harris and Michael Harris neigh-
bors of the community. Supervising rec-
reation in the area is Miss Vickie Mitchell.
a student of Memphis State university.
NAACP Asks Race Peace For Iowa
DAVENPORT, Iowa —
(UPI) — An official of the NA-1
ACP appealed for calm in the
wake of two days of minor
racial incidents.
Flynn Griffin of the NAACP's'
Davenport chapter called on:
Negroes to refrain from partici-
pating in any incident provoked
by white youths coming into
areas of the city inhabited by
Negroes. He expressed alarm
at tension building among Ne-
groes, particularly a mong
youth.
"Before taking action, call
the. police and let them handle
the problem," Griffin said. "If
the police do not handle the
problem, we will ask for feder-
al help. Before taking any ae.,
Non oa racial matters, call thet
NAACP tor help or legal ad-1
vice. We do not want racial!
trouble in Davenport.
While extra squads of police
'strolled the city's largest Ne-
gor section, near the downtown
area and a few blocks up the
Bluff from the Mississippi Ri-
ver, white youths in a car sped
through, hurling a bottle at a
house and throwing a brick
through the windshield of an
auto.
Friday afternoon four persons
were arrested when a white
youth and a Negro began fight.
ing in a park after dismissal
of summer classes at 'West High
School and 50 other wnite and
Negro youths joined the fray.
armed with sticks, knives and
lengths of pipe.
A Negro resident of the area
became alarmed and fired a
shotgun blast into the air. Po-
lice arrested four persons, two
white youths and two Negroes.
Three of the combatants, all
aged 18, were chargeu with un-
lawful assembly and will ap-
pear in court.
The Light Of The World Temple
THE HOUSE OF. PRAYER
ALL WELCOME
PHONE 327.9266 2552 POPLAR AVE.
MEMPHIS, TENN.
Now, My People, I would like
like to bring to your atten•
tion that Rev. Mrs. Pauline
Williams has been doing serve
work of God for ail of us.
Yes, I mean You and Me and
Everyone who is in need of
God's help. She has helped
many people. She has dedi•
cated her work and all her
time to you to bring God into
your heart and your homes,
to drive out the devil and the
evil that sonic of our bro-
thers and sisters have been
touched by. She has helped
many people and she con
help you.
She holds private services
for each and every person.
Yes, Indeed, and all your
problems are kept in the
utmost confidence.
She can and will help you.
If you are sick, worried,
troubled, feorful that the
hand of evil has fallen upon
you, if you feel that you
need help, well help can
be reached. Go out to see
Rev. Mrs . Williams at 2552
Poplar Avenue.
Remember, Brothers and
Sisters, there's no pity for
those who are in need of
help and don't go to see
Rev. Williams. She can and
will help. She helps people
by the Prayer of God. She
heals by Prayer. So there is
no need to suffer any longer.
Help is waiting for you. Go
to see Rev. Williams. Her
service is seven days
week. See Rev. Mrs. Pauline
Williams today!
NEW YORK — Learn to say the name Virgie
Till. •
You'll be hearing it quite often and you'll proba-
bly have to say it yourself. For Virgie Till, a cute 23-
year-older from Miami, Fla., is suddenly turning out
to be the surprise hit of the 
season, first time out in the The willowy. hasel-eyed dam-
big league sal has Just Mashed a ten-day
appearance at the Club Harlem
in Atlabtic pfty where she was
, a smash attraction, surprising
the many people who had nev-
y
I er heard of her—and incident-
LOUISVILLE, KY. — (UPI)
— World Heavyweight Boxing
Champion Cassius Clay said
here Monday he'll porbably get
merried at New York City two
weeks from now. And he also
said he expects a contract for
a rematch between him and
Sonny Liston will be signed
within a few days.
Clay, returned here from a
training session in Miami.
would not reveal the name o
the girl he plans to wed.
ally. herself. Patterson, police said, jam have
Her biggest rooter now is Le-
roy (Pop) Williams, the owner
of Club Harlem who went on
record thus:
"I am surprised I had nev-
er heard of her before. That
girl, Virgie Tin, is terrific and
will be heard from. She has a
wonderful voice, sensational
stage presence and a pleasant
personaltiy. V4th some coach-
ing she's got to make the top.
What more can I tall you than
that I myself want to invest in
wrong," her until I heard she already
said the champion.
"Anything can go 
"And if/ had a contract with a mans
suddenly decide not to marry
her, it would be very embarras-
sing."
SATURDAY, AUGUST 1, 1964
tabs Negro In Anger
Over Harlem Rioting
ger."
Such praise coming from one
of the most seasoned veterans
in show busineas is not easilyClay said Liston's attorney
and manager were here or code by.
several hours" Monday negoti- -
sting a contract for a rematch.
He said the contract might be
signed 85 early as Wednesday.
I NEED MONEY?Solve Your 'Problems -With a Small, Low CostReal Estate Loan






















ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"
HEVROLET TRADE-IN
SPECIALS
1956 FORD spt. cpt.  $199
$795
a. Stick 8 Cyclinder 
1954 OLDS. 4 Dr .  $199
1956 CHEV. 4 Dr. Belair  $495
1955 FORD Ton /2  $ 295
1958 CHEV. 4 Dr. Belair s695
1960 RAMBLER 4 Dr. $695
1956 CHEV. $395
1953 PLY  $ 99
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Notice
BAL SHORE, N. Y. — (UPI) — An 18-year-old
white youth who, police said, became angered during
a discussion with friends about the recent violence
in Harlem, jumped from his automobile and used
a knife to slash the first Negro he encountered.
Police arrested th.: youth,'
Charles Patterson Jr., of Bay med on his brakes and ran up
Shore. They reported he was to a hospital attendant, Jiddie
driving with two teen-age friends





their discussion of the riots, knife out of your pocket? We'll
it out right here.
'Know Your Negro History
Jackie Robinson, the first
Negro to break into major
league baseball, was named
"Rookie of the Year" in 1947
and "Most Valuable Player"
in the National League in
1949
• • •
ritry Campanella, a catch()
for the Brooklyn Dodgers, was
voted in 1951 the "Most Valu-
able Player" in the National
League.
Reese fled into a nearby door-
way and was followed by Pat-
terson who, police said, slashed
him across the lefty ear to the
mouth. Thirty stitches were re-
quired to close the wound.
Patterson denied the attack.
NOTICE NEWSBOYS
Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender chalk/tared
to VOW door weekly? YOU CAN liAltil CASH FOR THOSE
- SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME  Mother's name 
Address 
Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
•
Classified A_ds . . .
IDE hING AND QUEENS
Anolial Calender Tea
v, II he held Fri., July 17. 1904
at the ‘Voluler Bread Co. Hostess
31(11 Monroe Ave.. 8 P. 51
Sponsored by the Friendship Choir
Union. Assisting the Hospitality
Committee will be Mrs. Mildren
Riley. consultant of Pet Milk •nil
Sealt.t Companies. Brother
L. Branch. prteldent: Sister E.
C. Johnson. recording seety.; Bro-
ther Willie Dickens. manager; Sis-
ter Lillie H. Evans, reporter. The S,i cri nen and 331esw omen
public is Invited. Come and see
who will produce King Arthur.v a flied to sell retail ads ci
Pegs. and Queen Faille H. .• ng in the Memphis mar bet.Hams.
Houses
We pay 25 per cent arid 30




4 rooms - 3 rooms FHA
50-150 lots
$3,000 for each hoe,.













l'HE TRI STATE nil'ENOER
236 South Welimaion Sheet
Mampl.is, Tenn.
Ss iesinen and Saleswomen Wanted
Stake extra money introducing tne new
Patty Pier. Qinckly Moyne. nein-
burgers, Cf0.1118t,e8, hambuieer steaks.
Phone 275-0435
WANTED
Number of papers wanted weekly
1200 QUALITY SHEETS. 100 envelope.
I with your name, address, zip code
I nmilinan small postage. State title ifheinitifully printed. Send only $3. PRY
derired : Mims, Rev., Dr., etc. Also
! hininess, church. club, bible school
name  _may be substituted first use.
f 51all to PRINTERY'. BOX H11,
Southbridge. Mass.
THE COWLES Comprehensive Easy-
cipedia, a complete one-volume li-
brary. 16 referenoe wArke an in one
Cleat book. only $49.50. Eaey Terms.
Write or call Volume Library, 1706
Lamar, Tel. 272-2320.
THREE OW-AVM for sale at New
Palk Cemetery. Regular: $535.00,
Sale 5435.00. Cash - or Terms. Call
527-8120.
Outside appliance salesmen to handle
the beat appliance tricioding Cletietai
Edictrie call Huy Attains. 278-1155,
1128 Union Avenue,
MEN varierTiLv NEEDED TO
SERVICE AND INSTALL AIR CON-
DITIONING AND REVIIIIIERATION
EQUIPMENT. TRAIN SPARE TIME
WORKING ON ACTUAL EQUIP-
ROPER GAS RANGE, staggered burn MENT. TOOLS. TESTERS FURNISH-
eras, double oven. Good condition ED UNDER EASY PAY-A6-YOU-00
527-0676 PLAN. MUST HAVE GOOD EYE-
  SIGHT. WHITE COMMERCIAL
1953 BUICK ROADMASTER VS, In TRADES. P. 0. BOX 11111. MCM-
1100d. condition, bargain. for gash. PHIS OR CALL JA 8-8387.
357-9557 or 357•288
Instructions
Now You Can Master
SHORT HAND
In 10 Days
ie.. you cannot tail to learn
.horthand the Quiekrite sass. It
doern't matter If you've tried
other mitten,n before and given
up. This EDU-K-TOR Cour.
guarantees you'll learn up to 120
words-per-minute of Quicken.
Shorthand In 10 days. Ark shout




Ylemphi., Tenn. Dept. T. D.
Help Wanted
WIDOWER. Age 65, with no chil-
dren, would like to correspond
with young woman between ages
19 and 32. Own my own home.
retired, in excellent health and
like to travel. Write Ernest Jones.




readers and floormen. Only ex-
perienced personnel shortie an.
ply, Write, Perimnel Dept. c-o
Chicaga Defender, 2400 S.
Michigaa Ave., Chicago 60616,
Illinois.
Need aix educated ladles for pt. time
work. Average $2 to $4 per hr. Car




Fish All Day for 50c
Horse Back Riding
$1.50 an hour — 20 mm. 50c
Horse Bac': Riding In The
Ring for Childcen — 10c
Miniature Golf Course




Hudson and Hilda Barbee
Owners and Managers
5108 Horn Lake Road
398-1068
13. E. REFRIGERATOR, full with
freezer, excellent condition. $70.00
delivers. 398-8928.
COTTON PICKING BUS for sale. rent
or lease. Call 398-2051
DUPLEX APT. FOR SALE
1539 Marblewood in Hollywood area.
G.I. $1.00 down. good Income property.
Easily rented, $,8500. 62-2015
BUTE 1953 ROAI)MAETER V8
Excellent Condition, 357-9557
Call 357-2824 after 6:30 P.M.
MEN WANTED
Fence Salesmen Wonted Full
or Part Time, No Experience
Necessary. We will train. Must
be Neat. For appointment call
398-1789 from 9 P.M. to 5 P.M.
HELP WANTED1 Young ran
between ages 18 and 25 who
would like career in advertising
or promotion field. Plaid offers
good pay, e • a y work and
good hours plea for applicants
who qualify. High school gradu-
ate. must have car, must he
willing to learn. able to start
immediately and able to support
relf while in training. Call 275-
+969 for Inter. or appointment.
NATHAN'SLOAN FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS a LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 IL 178 REAL STREET JA 6-5300 
G.E. FRIG., full, w/ freezer. XInt.




Two Bedrooms, Living Room,
Dining Room, Both& Kitchen.
APARTMENT
Heat and Water Furnished.
' Must have reference. Apply
Apartment 19. Joe Bronch.
Apts, For Rent
FOR RENT
To Single ur Couple, Front
Modern Home, Private
Entrance, Kitchen Privilege.
Convenient to Bus Line.
Lovely Neighborhood within
The Parkway. Coll Lifter 6 P.M.
948-9600
HOUSES FOR RENT
647-53 South Wellington St.




710 Madison 7 rooms and bath
$50.00 a month, apply 726
Madison. See Mr. E. Woodside
For Rent By Owner





Can be used for a Two Family
House, No Children, Call
942-2784 or WH 8-3622. Shown




ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale




You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
— • —
Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St. A
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